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Fraternity charged with hazing

ews

Caught in the act

Iota Phi Theta to appear before University Hearing Board
Melissa Tllk
Editor-in-<:hief

The fraternity of Iota Phi Theta
will appear before the University
Hearing Board on Monday, November 6 to answer to charges of
hazing.
Dean of Students joe Farrell
initiated the charge after an investigation into questionable
pledge activities which resulted
in a freshman being taken to the
hospital for possible head injuries.
"The hearing can be open or
closed. It's their option. But, my
guess is that they'll want it closed,"
said Farrell.
"I gave their president and
pledge master a letter outlining
the charge. They must answer for
the charge at the hearing, and the
board will decide on the sanctions," Farrell continued.
Mike Homer, president of IPT,
said, "We're ready to take what Ithe
University Hearing Board] has to
give. We set a bad example especially during Alcohol Awareness
Week."
Homer said he went to Farrell

the next day to explain the whole its charter permanently revoked,
story. "We'll take our mistakes in however, charters have been susstride and work towards correct- pended before.
"It really does cripple them,"
ing the problem," he said.
Chad Gunerra, pledge master, said Farrell. "They can't use unisaid pledge activities are "a frater- versity fac!lities or take any new
nity matter in which it's known pledges, basically they can't fulwhat's done and what's not done." fill their charters. Also, members
Gunerra was responding to in- can't join anotherf raternity while
quiries on how fraternity pledge the charter is suspended."
activitiesare decided. Usually, the
Homer and Gunerra said they
pledge master decides when do not have any specific plans for
pledge activities take place, but the hearing.
"We'll do our
tradition
best to save the
dictates
charter because
what the ~~we're
that's the most imactivities
portant thing,"
are.
said Homer. "I felt
Farrell
bad about the cirsaid the
cumstances."
frater"There's no two
nity has
ways around it,"
been very
said
Gunerra.
cooperaMike Homer "We'll just be totive in
suspend- - - - - - - - - - - - - - tall honest. The
pi gefellandwu
i
n g
pledge activities since the letter taken to the hospital as a precauwas written. According to Farrell, tionary measure. There were no
no fraternity or sorority has had stitches involved."

ready to take

what [the University
Hearing Board] has
to give."

SU to survey about reading day
Hopes to gain extra day to study for finals
Christina Hynes
News Editor

The Student Union has put together a survey asking students
whether they would prefer an extra reading day at the end of the
school year before taking final exams.
"When finals count so much
toward your G.P.A., it's in the best
interest of the student body to
study for three days," said john
Cranley, president of the Student
Union.
The last day of classes at the
end of the school year is on a
Thursday, Cranley said. Friday is
a free day and exams begin on Saturday. The rest of the final exams
begin again on Monday and the
last day of school is on a Thursday.
Cranley said that if exams began on Monday, students would
be able to have three cays to study.
But, the last day of classes would
be on Friday.
"Many students have papers
due that Thursday and, in effect,
haveonlyonedaytostudyfortheir
exams," he said.
He added that many schools
on the east coast have an entire
week to study.
"To do this, we need to see if the
student body is interested,"hesaid.
"If students don't mind the extra
day, we want to change it."
The survey was put together
by Liz Ghoubrial of the SU information committee. She said that
she originally talked to students
to see if there was a point to the
survey.

'A lot of people complained
about other schools and how they
have a week off,' she said. 'We
decided to see if students would
be willing to stay an extra day."
Ghoubrial said that the extra
day gives students the option to
study ahead or relax on Friday.
Bishoy Mikhail, Student Union
chief justice, said he would like an
extra day to study.
"I'd rather have three days to
study and finish exams in one
shot," he said. "l don't think one
day at the end of the year will
mat term uch. If the students want
it, we'll do what we can to get it."
Cranley said that theSU would
work with faculty and administration to change the schedule.
"We know the channels we
need to go through," Cranley said.
"It's going to be a long process."
Tim Gits, senior, said he would
like the extra day.
"I would prefer having finals
from Monday through Friday and
have the weekend before off," Gits
said. "It would be more beneficial
because you have more time to
study."
FreshmanjamieShrumoffered
a different perspective.
"I would rather have holidays
start earlier, that way we would
get the exams out of the way,"
Shrum said
Cranley said that the schedule
has already been done for this year,
so the goal is a change for next
year.
The survey will be available
early next week in the Atrium.

Winterich's attitude breeds success
Winterich has also faced some
land Heights and a graduate of
Benedictine High School. "I actu- disappointments this season but
All people have dreams and ally considered going back to has continued to act with the
aspirations, but it takes a truly Marquette, but all of my friends team's interest in mind. As a seunique individual to bounce back were in ROTC lt would've been nior, it seemed that he would be
after his lifelong dreams have too hard." he said. "The last place I starting for the 1995 season, yet
been defeated and turn it into a thought that I would end up at transferNickPettyfromKentState
was john Carroll. It is so close to University won the starting posipositive experience.
tion during camp.
Dan Winterich has done this home."
Winterichsaid that this had no
Win terich did not dwell on the
and more.
on hisenthusiasm for Carbearing
fact
that
he
had
to
give
up
his
"Since the second grade, I have
wanted to be in the Marines," said dream. Instead he moved on and roll football. "Nick is a great player_.
Winterich. "I went to Marquette became involved with other he deserves to play. I love foot ba II,
but I don't play to start. I play to
on a full tuition ROTC scholar- things.
"After a being on the football win and to be a contributot"
ship which would have allowed
Sports Information Director
me to be an officer in the Marines team for a while, things started
Wenzler
reiterated
going well for me here fat john Chris
after graduation."
Winterich's
positive
attitude.
"It is
Carroll)"
said
Winterich,
a
wide
But during his first semester at
rare to find a person with such a
Marquette, Winterich started receiver.
Winterich's motivation for good attitude... He is a positive pershowing symptoms of diabetes.
playing football son who is unsellish towards the
"I felt sick,
is two-fold. "The needs of the team."
my blood sugar
One of the highlights of
first reason l play
was off, and I
football is that it Winterich's JCU football career
realized that I
posesachallenge was a 47 yard touchdown recepwas
dehyto overcome the tion against Mount Union earlier
dratedallof the
dream that I had this season. It was the lone score of
time.
Deep
lost" He contin- the game for Carroll.
down , I think
"Although Dan is small, he is a
ued, "I want to be
that I knew that
an example to fierce competitor who blocks welL
I was diabetic; I
others to show We like to use him specifically in
didn't tell anythat diabetics deep plays where his speed is an
one because I
can
do the same asset," said Debeljak.
was afraid I
Winterichisacontributorboth
things as everywould lose my
on and off the field. For the past
one else."
scholarship
"Dan is a two seasons, Winterich has reand my chance
leader by ex- ceived Academic All-DAC honorto be a Marine,,.
ample,
said able mention honors.
said Winterich.
To coach Debeljak, this only
Gregg
Debeljak.
While home Dan Winterich
exemplifies
Winterich'struechar.
varsity
w1de
reon Christmas
break, Wimerich's fears were sub- ceiver coach. "He is a total team acter.
"For some, football is their
stantiated by the doctor; he had player who gives it his all regardless of whether it is during prac- number one and only priority, but
diabetes.
see ATTITUDE, page 3
Winterich is a native of Cleve- tice or at a game."

Gina M. Girardot

Int. News and Business Editor
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Campus pipes fixed National Harvest reading held
and prop them back up and make
new supports." Reali said.
Reali sai.d that when working
The university's main boilers,
which were shut down for about on a large pipe, it is necessary to
36 hours last week, are in good t urn off the water and to repair
working order. according to john the pipes immediately.
Twosix-mencrewsfrom Norris
Reali, vice president for servkes.
"Everything is up and running Brothers and four two-men crews
fine," Reali said. "We're in good from john Carroll worked torepair the pipes, said Custer.
shape now."
"From ti.me to time it's necesThe boilers were shut down to
make an emergency repair to a sary to replace the brackets," he
section of hot water pipes thatsup- said.
Hotwaterin thedormswasnot
ply hear to most of the buildings
affected because the sagging waon campus.
On a routine inspection, uni- ter pipes are used to supply beat
versityofficials noticed a problem only, Reali said. The domestic
with thecarrierbracketsthatsup- water pipes were not affected, he
port twol2-inch water pipes, said said. All campus buildings exJerry L. Custer, d1rector of physi- cept Campion, East and Dolan
ca 1plant. The 200- foot-long pipes Halls, which have thei r own boiler
are located in the supply tunnels systems were without heat for a
day and a half. Reali said.
that run under the University.
The university did not receive
"We check the tunnels periodically," Reali said. "We saw some any complaints while the boiler
water dripping. We investigated system was under repair, Reali
it, and we noticed some sagging said. A memo from Fred Travis,
acting president, asked the cornpipes."
The metal stands that support munity to conserve building heat
the water pipes are about 60 years by keeping windows and doors
old, Custer said. The bottoms of closed.
"Our students respond well
the stands wererottingand beginning to collapse, which resulted when they are informed about
what is going on," said Donna
in the water pipe sag.
"We had to go into the tunnels Byrnes, director of residence life.

Cherie Skoczen

Assistant News Editor

r
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Richard Russo, the national
reading explained to the audience
why he decided to found SOS, the chairperson of Writers Harvest
Thefourth annual Writers Har- national organization that coor- read from his new work, Achem's
vest, the nation's largest readmg dinated this year's national Writ- Razor; which tells of the life and
series to help fight hunger, was ers Harvest. Shore described in times of an energetic and difficult
held in the DJ. Lombardo Student the reading how he went from a child.
"Russo and Hamilton both read
career in politics as a member of
Center on Monday night.
"The Writers Harvest is a pro- Gary Hart's staff to that of direct terrific stories in different tones,"
said Winegardner. "Hamilton's
gram which brings together writ- service to the hungry.
ers and readers to help battle
SOS provides direct assistance story was dark with funny overagainst malnourishment and to 450 agencies to belp feed, shel- tones, and Russo'sstorywasfunny
hunger," said Rob Marwin, Na- ter, teach and prevent hunger. with dark overtones. Both stories
tionalCoordinatorofWritersHar- Shore went on to tell the audience dealt with children, an approprivest. "Writers, who are the heart that it is import ant to try and ate subject considering the fact
and soul of the event, come to- make a difference and help those that the majority of the hungry
are children."
gether to share works and writ- in need.
Winegardner said that support
"It was great having Shore tell
ingsinordenohelpraisefundsfor
wha t it is like to work for things 'has been extraordinary from the
relief efforts."
All proceeds from ticket and bigger than those motivated by time we began the program."
said
Mark
"The fact that we have had sigparaphernalia salesgotoward the self -interest,"
Winegardner, professor of Englsh nificant increases in attendance
Cleveland Foodbank.
·All costs of the program are andJCU coordinator of SOS. "His each year speaks well for the john
paid by American Express," said reading gave students a pause to Carroll community,' he said.
Tasha Ferguson, co-organizer of think about how they can make a 'There were about 300 in attendance last year and around $2,400
thejCU event "That allows us to difference."
Jane Hamilton, wi.nner of the were raised. Approximately 400
givelOOpercentoftheproceedsto
PEN/Ernest Hemingway Award were in attendance at this year's
the Foodbank."
This year's JCU Harvest event, said "beingheresoothesmyguilty event, and at last count proceeds
co-sponsored by The Carroll Re- conscience. l feel as though 1am reached over $2,800."
Theorganizersof theJCUevent
view and Campus Ministry, fea- helping a great amount of people
intend to have another Writers
by participating."
tured three prominent authors.
Hamilton read from an unpub- Harvest here next fall, and
Thefirsttoreadfromhisbook
was Bill Shore, author of Revolu- lished work that she wrote about Winegardner expressed a hope to
tion of the Heart and executive her friend's children titled, One have continued support of the
event.
director of ShareOurStrength. His Abiding Moment.

Joe Wholley
7
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Murphy resident directs slur toward guest speaker
Christina Hynes
News Editor
A Murphy resident was reprimanded last week after directing
a slur toward two speakers who
came to the JCU community to
discuss issues on homosexuality.
The workshop, entitl d
"Homophobia 101," wok place on
October 17 and was part of a two
day series.
"It's an embarrassment to the
university because we asked them
to come and peoplejustaren'tsensiti ve enough sorneti mes not to use
language that is hurtful," said
Donna Byrnes, director of residence life.
At the workshop, two speakers
from the Gay/Lesbian Center of

Cleveland carne toJCU to educate
the community about their issues
they have had to deal with. They
talked about how their parents
reacted and how people treated
them when they opened up about
their sexuality.

~eyh~OMnemm~n& - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
thing you expect and hope to edu-

were well-received by the s t udents," said Byrnes.
AccordingtoByrnes,therewere
approximately 50 people in the
lobby of Murphy Hall when a few
Murphy residents entered the
building.
"Some guys had just come into
the building and they were standing there to hear what was going
on," she said. •As they left, somebody used a slur \'lOrd [directed
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toward the. speakers]."
A number of staff members
were in attendance and overheard
the Murphy resident, Byrnes said.
The student who made the slur
was pursued.
"lt was a teachable moment,"

-----------------------------~

cate the person afterward."
Jay Donato, Murphy resident
assistant,said thestudentwasvery
apologetic.
"We just talked to him, and he
realizes what he did was wrong,"
he said.
The student went through the
"judicial process,"said Tucker. An
incident report was written up,
"just like someone who violated
visitation," Tucker said.
The only stipulation the student hasistoattend the next prejudice reduction workshop, entitled
"Celebrating Diversity Through
Prejudice Reduction," held at)CU
on December 2.
"We just talked it out and he
has to attend thepredudice reduction workshop," Donato said. "That
was our suggestion, not his."
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Assassination survivor focuses on Central America
Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter

Fr. jon Sobnno, Sj. . liberation
theologian , will speak about human rights and its violations, especially in Central America, at a
lecture tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
the SAC Conference room.
Sobrino will speak at the seventh annual Fr. Segundo Montes,
S.]. Memorial Lecture, said
Verghese Chirayath, director of
international studies.
The lecture is named in honor
ofFr.SegundoMontes,SJ. who was
a human rightsactivistandasociologist.
Montes was assassinated along
with five of his companions and
the community cook and her
daughter from the Jesuit University of El Salvador on November
16,1989.
Throughout his life, Montes
was interested in the human rights
of the workers and peasants in El
Salvador.
"This recalls to mind the work
and assassination of Archbishop
[Oscar] Romero," Chirayath said.
Romero, one of five bishops of
El Salvador, was assassinated in
March, 1980, for his outspoken
challenge to the government on
behalf of the poor.
"While this is the seventh year
of the presema tion, this one is especially poignant in view that Fr.
Sobri.no really wears the mantle
that is the legacy of those who
died," said Chirayath .
Sobrino, who would have been

ATTITUDE
continued from page 1
Dan has shown that he is very goal
oriented. He pursues the rest of his
life with thesamevigorashepursues football."
Besides playing football in the
fall, Winterich, a psychology major, is a rnem ber of Psy Chi, the
psychology National Honor Society.
He has aspirations to get a doc-

murdered had he not been away
on the night of the killings. travels
all over the world and speaks extensively on the situation in El
Salvador and the topic of human
rights through the perspective of
liberation theology.
"Fr. Sobrino tirelessly works in
terms of furthering the goals of Fr.
Montes and his own liberation
theology as well," said Chirayath.
"We are fortunate to have him
speak at JCU a few weeks before
the commemoration of the assassination of Montes."
The)esui t Superior Genera~ Fr.
Kolvenbach, said that the intent
of the assassins was to intellectually bankrupt the university
where these six Jesuits were at
work, according to Chirayath.
"The assassination of these men
shows what can happen when
universities are the agents of social change," said Rev.john E. Dister. "The nature of a Catholic university is at stake."
Chirayath also voiced similar
concerns.
"This situation is found all over
the world, where repressive governments take away their opponents in the darkness of night in
so-called death squads that patrol
the city to rid the city of government critics and the opposition,"
said Chirayath.
There is a special connection
betweenjohnCarroll and Montes
because Dister was studying theology at the University of
lnnsbruck in Austria at the same

torate in clinical psychology, and
possibly go into forensic psychology.
Winterich also is a volun teer
forTheJuvenile Diabetes Foundation where he is a mentor for
new! y-d iagnosed diabetics.
• I know that my experience
was very hard to deal with. I feel
that I am really helping them by
giving them advice from someone who has been there," said
Winterich.

Nectars of the gods

time as Montes was, said
Chirayath.
"Montes was a quiet person;
many didn't know much about
him," said Dister. "But, the mere
fact that he was a classmate proves
that you never know who will be
the next generation's martyrs."
Chirayath said he would like to
see that through the lecture students, faculty and staff at jCU
would make a linkage with the
jesuits and the poor in El Salvador.
1The commemoration of the
assassinations] reminds us that
there are people throughout the
world who share our same Jesuit
ideas of justice," Chirayath said.
Sobrino's lecture also yields
communityserviceopportunities,
Chirayath said. "Finding out about
what is happening in other jesuit
institutions in countries that are
less affluent than ours represents
an opportunity for community
service in the jesuit tradition," said
Chirayath.
Various organizations will cosponsor this lecture.
"I am grate£ ul for the wide variety of organizations both within
and outside the university who
have supported the lecture," said
Chirayath.
These include International
Studies Center, Commission of
Catholic Community Action,
Committee on Peace &justice,Jesuit Community, and Center for
Community Service.
The lecture is free and open to
the public.

Ohio Supreme Courtj ustice Deborah Cook will
speak at the Political Sctence Department Forum Series today at 4 p.m. Cook will talk about her career as
an Ohio Supreme Court justice, and she will answer
questions from students and faculty following her discussion. It will be held in the SAC Conference room.
The collecton of food for Operation FO.C.U.S.
(Families of Cleveland United by Students) w:ill take
place this Sunday, Nov. 5 and on Sunday, Nov.l2. Students are needed to collect food from houses throughout University Heights on both of these days. Volunteers should meet outside the Student Union office at
noon on Sunday.
"Chief Wahoo: Images of Symbolic Racism and
the Cleveland Indians," a panel discussion, w:ill take
place on Tuesday, Nov: 7 at 7 p.m. in SB 256. Representing the Native American community at the discussion will be FayeBringsThem from the Lak e Erie
Native American Coun cil a nd juan Rayna from the
Committee o( 500 Years. Represen tatives from the
departments o( sociology, international studies and
multicultural affairs will also be present. All are in vited to attend.
Campus ministry will offer its second month I y
Taize prayer service on Tuesday, Nov. 7. The Taize service is a meditative service built on the short, contemporary chant of the Taize Community in France. It
utilizes light and scripture. It will be held at 6 p.m. in
St. Francis Chapel.
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Campus pipes fixed National Harvest reading held
Chetle Skoczen
and prop them back upand make
Assistant News Editor
new suppons," Reali sa1d.
The university's main boilers,
Reali said that when working
which were shut down for about on a large pipe, it is necessary to
36 hours last week, are in good turn off the water and to repair
working order, according to john the pipes immediately.
Two six-men crews from Noms
Reali, vice presiden t for services.
"Everything is up and running Brothers and four two-men crews
fine," Reali sa1d. "We're in good from John Carroll worked to reshape now."
pair the pipes, said Custer.
The boilers were shut down to
"From time to time it's necesmake an emergency repair to a sary to replace the brackets," he
sectionofhotwaterpipesthatsup- said.
ply heat to most of the buildings
Hotwaterin the dorms was not
an campus.
affected because the sagging waOn a routine inspection, uni- ter pipes are used to supply heat
versityofficialsnoticedaproblem only, Reali said. The domestic
with the carrier brackets thatsup- water pipes were not affected, he
port two 12-inch water pipes, said said. All campus buildings exJerry L. Custer, director of physi- cept Campion, East and Dolan
cal plant. The200-foot-longpipes Halls, which havetheirown boiler
are located in the supply tunnels systems were without heat for a
that run under the University.
day and a half, Reali said.
"We check the tun nels periodiThe university did not receive
cally," Reali said. "We saw some any complaints while the boiler
water drippmg. We investigated system was under repair, Reali
it, and we noticed some sagging said. A memo from Fred Travis,
pipes."
acting president, asked the comThe metal stands that support munity to conserve building heat
the water pipes are about 60 years by keeping windows and doors
old, Custer said. The bottoms of closed.
thestandswererottingand begin"Our students respond well
ning to collapse, wh1ch resulted when they are informed about
in the water pipe sag.
what is going on," said Donna
"We had to go imo the tunnels Byrnes, director of residence life.
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Richard Russo, the national
':Jo~e=W-=-=h-=-o::-ll_e:-y=:-:----- reading explained to the audience
why he decided to found SOS, the chairperson of Writers Harvest
Assistant News Editor
Thefourthannual WritersHar- national organization that coor- read from his new work, Achem's
vest, the nation's largest reading dinated this year's national Writ- Razor. which tells of the life and
series to help fight hunger, was ers Harvest. Shore described in times of an energetic and difficult
held m the OJ Lombardo Student the reading how he went from a child.
"Russo and Hamilton both read
career in politics as a member of
Center on Monday night.
"The Writers Harvest is a pro- Gary Hart's staff to that of direct terrific stories in different tones,"
said Winegardner. "Ham i !ton's
gram which brings together writ- service to the hungry.
SOS provides direct assistance story was dark with funny overers and readers to help battle
against malnourishment and to 450 agencies to help feed, shel- tones, and Russo'sstorywasfunny
hunger," said Rob Marwin , Na- ter, teach and prevent hunger. with dark overtones. Both stories
tionalCoordinatorof Writers Har- Shore went on to tell the audience dealt with children, an approprivest. "Writers, who are the heart that it is important to try and ate subject considering the fact
and soul of the event, come to- make a difference and help those that the majority of the hungry
are children."
gether to share works and writ- in need.
"It was great having Shore tell
Winegardner said that support
ings in order to help raise funds for
what it is like to work for things 'has been extraordinary from the
relief efforts"
All proceeds from ticket and bigger than those motivated by time we began the program."
said
Mark
"The fact that we have had sigparaphernalia sales go toward the self-interest,"
Winegardner, professor of Englsh nificant increases in attendance
Cleveland Food bank.
"All costs of the program are and JCU coordinator of SOS. "His each year speaks well for the john
paid by American Express," said reading gave students a pause to Carroll community," he said .
Tasha Ferguson, co-organizer of think about how they can make a 'There were about 300 in attendance last year and around $2,400
thejCU event. "That allows us to difference."
Jane Hamilton, winner of the were raised. Approximately 400
givelOOpercentoftheproceedsto
PEN/Ernest Hemingway Award were in attendance at this year's
the Foodbank."
This year's ]CU Harvest event, said "being here soothes my guilty event, and at last count proceeds
co-sponsored by The Carroll Re- conscience. 1feel as though 1am reached over $2,800."
Theorganizersof thejCUevent
view and Campus Ministry, fea- helping a great amount of people
intend to have another Writers
by participating."
tured three prominent authors.
Hamilton read from an unpub- Harvest here next fall, and
The first to read from his book
was Bill Shore, author of Revo!u- lished work that she wrote about Winegardner expressed a hope to
tion of the Heart and executive her friend's children titled, One have continued support of the
event.
director of Share Our Strength. His Abiding Moment.

Murphy resident directs slur toward guest speaker
Christina Hynes
News Editor
A Murphy resident was reprimanded last week after directing
a slur toward two speakers who
came to the jCU community to
discuss issues on homosexuality.
The worksho , entitled
"Homophobia 101," took place on
October 17 and was part of a two
day series.
"It's an embarrassment to the
university because we asked them
to come and people just aren'tsensi tive enough sometimes not to use
language that is hurtful," said
Donna Byrnes, director of residence life.
At the workshop, two speakers
from the Gay/Lesbian Center of

Cleveland came tojCU to educate
the community about their issues
they have had to deal with. They
talked about how their parents
reacted and how people treated
them when they opened up about
their sexuality.
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Sobrino to speak on t.Jman rights
Assassination survivor focuses on Central America
Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter
Fr. jon Sobrino, Sj., liberation
theologian, will speak about human rights and its violations, especial! y in Central America, at a
lecture tomorrow at 7:30p.m. in
the SAC Conference room.
Sobrino will speak at the seventh annual Fr. Segundo Montes,
S.j. Memorial Lecture, said
Verghese Chirayath, director of
international studies.
The lecture is named in honor
of Fr.SegundoMontes,Sj. who was
a humanrightsactivistandasociologist.
Montes was assassinated along
with five of his companions and
the community cook and her
daughter from the Jesuit University of El Salvador on November
16,1989.
Throughout his life, Montes
was interested in the human rights
of the workers and peasants in El
Salvador.
"This recalls to mind the work
and assassination of Archbishop
[OscarI Romero," Chirayath said.
Romero, one of five bishops of
El Salvador, was assassinated in
March, 1980, for his outspoken
challenge to the government on
behalf of the poor
"While this is the seventh year
of the presentation, this one is especially poignant in view that Fr.
Sobrino really wears the mantle
that is the legacy of those who
died," said Ch irayath.
Sobrino, who would have been

murdered had he not been away
on the night of the killings, travels
all over the world and speaks extensively on the situation in El
Salvador and the topic of human
rights through the perspective of
liberation theology.
"Fr. Sabrina tirelessly works in
terms off urthering the goals of Fr.
Montes and his own liberation
theology as well," said Chirayath.
"We are fortunate to have him
speak at JCU a few weeks before
the commemoration of the assassination of Montes."
The jesuit Superior General, Fr.
Kolvenbach, said that the intent
of the assassins was to intellectually bankrupt the university
where these six jesuits were at
work, according to Chirayath.
"Theassassina tion of these men
shows what can happen when
universities are the agents of social change," said Rev: john E. Dister. "The nature of a Catholic university is at stake."
Chirayath also voiced similar
concerns.
"This situation is found allover
the world, where repressive governments take away their opponents in the darkness of night in
so-called death squads that patrol
the city to rid the city of government critics and the opposition,"
said Chirayath.
There is a special connection
betweenjohnCarroll and Montes
because Dister was studying theology at the University of
lnnsbruck in Austria at the same

time as Montes was, said
Chirayath.
"Montes was a quiet person;
many d1dn't know much about
him," said Dister. "But, the mere
fact that he was a classmate proves
that you never know who will be
the next generation's martyrs."
Chirayath said he would like to
see that through the lecture students, faculty and staff at jCU
would make a linkage with the
Jesuits and the poor in El Salvador.
'1The commemoration of the
assassinations] reminds us that
there are people throughout the
world who share our same jesuit
ideas of justice," Chirayath said.
Sabrina's lecture also yields
communityserviceopportunities,
Chirayath said. "Finding out about
what is happening in other jesuit
institutions in countries that are
less affluent than ours represents
an opportunity for community
service in thejesuit tradition," said
Chirayath.
Various organizations will cosponsor this lecture.
"I am grateful for the wide variety of organizations both within
and outside the university who
have supported the lecture," said
Chirayath.
These include International
Studies Center, Commission of
Catholic Community Action,
Committee on Peace &justice,]esuit Community, and Center for
Community Service.
The lecture is free and open to
the public.

Ohio Supreme Court justice Deborah Cook will
speak at the Political Sc1ence Department Forum Series today at 4 p.m. Cook will talk about her career as
an Ohio Supreme Court justice, and she will answer
questions from students and faculty following her discussion. It will be held in the SAC Conference room .
The collecton of food for Operation FO.C.U.S.
(Families of Cleveland United by Students) wHI take
place this Sunday, Nov. 5 and on Sunday, Nov.l2. Students are needed to collect food from houses throughout University Heights on both of these days. Volunteers should meet outside the Student Union office at
noon on Sunday.
"Chief Wahoo: Images of Symbolic Racism and
the Cleveland Indians," a panel discussion, will take
place on Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in SB 256. Representing the Native American community at the discussion will be FayeBringsThem from the Lake Erie
Native American Council and Juan Rayna [rom the
Committe of 500 Years. Representatives from the
departments of sociology, international studies and
multicultural affairs will also be present. All are invited to attend.
Campus ministry will offer its second monthly
Taize prayer service on Tuesday, Nov. 7. The Taize service is a meditative service built on the short, contemporary chant of the Taize Commumty in France. It
utilizes light and scripture. It w1ll be held at 6 p.m. in
St. Francis Chapel.

"Theyhavemm~ourbefbrf!m\lt

were well-received by the students," said Byrnes.
According to Byrnes, there were
approximately 50 people in the
lobby of Murphy Hall when a few
Murphy residents entered the
building.
"Some guys had just come into
the building and they were standing there to hear what was going
on," she said. "As they left, somebody used a slur word [directed

1
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toward the speakers]."
A number of staff members
were in attendance and overheard
the Murphy resident, Byrnes said.
The student who made the slur
was pursued.
"lt was a teachable moment,"
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thing you expect and hope to educate the person afterward."
Jay Donato, Murphy resident
assistant,said the student was very
apologetic.
"We just talked to him, and he
realizes what he did was wrong,"
he said.
The student went through the
"judicial process," said Tucker. An
incident report was written up,
"just like someone who violated
visitation," Tucker said.
The only stipulation the student hasistoattend the next prejudice reduction workshop, entitled
"Celebrating Diversity Through
Prejudice Reduction," held atjCU
on December 2.
"We just talked it out and he
has to attend the predudice reduction workshop," Donato said. "That
was our suggestion, not his."

ATTITUDE
continued from page 1
Dan has shown that he is very goal
oriented. He pursues the rest of his
life with the same vigor as he pursues football"
Besides playing football in the
fall, Winterich, a psychology major, is a member of Psy Chi, the
psychology National Honor Society.
He has aspirations to get a doc-

torate in clinical psychology, and
possibly go into forensic psychology.
Winterich also is a volunteer
for Thej uvenile Diabetes Foundation where he is a mentor for
new! y-diagnosed diabetics.
" 1 know that my experience
was very hard to deal with. I feel
that I am really helping them by
giving them advice from someone who has been there," said
Winterich.
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The delicate art of time management
Tips for hitting the books, the bars and the sack
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GENERAL R)Wru?

Israel's Moss ad secret service organization alleged lyshot
and killed Fathi Shakaki, the leaderof the Palestinian terrorist
organization, Islamic jihad, in Malta last week Yasir Arafat, the
Palest in ian U beration Orgamza tion chief, has tried to quell the
fierce emotions by urging the lsl.amic] ihad from attacking israel.
Arafat believes it might jeopardize Palestinian self -rule.

At least 300 people died Sunday m a subway fire in the
former Soviet stare of Azerbaijan. At least 200 people were injured. The subway caught fire, trappmg passengers and leading
to a chain reaction of panic. Officials have blamed the fire on the
ourdared equipment of the subway system. Most of the victims
could not escape and were killed by carbon monoxide poisoning,
officials said.

A Reno Nevada jury deliberated this week on whether or
not Dow Cormng should have to pay for more than $3.9 million
in punitive damages to a woman who blames her ill-health on
faulty silicone breast implants. Thejury 'sdeciston in favor of the
woman was the first of its kind against Dow Cornng. Dow Corning Corporation used to be the leading manufacturer of silicone
breast implant.S.
On Sunday, at ruck bomb exploded east of Algiers, Algeria
killing at least stx people and injuring 83. The ex.plosion also
destroyed a police station and an apartment building. islamic
militants, who have been waging an insurgency since 1992 to
overthrow the military-backed government, are suspected in the
bombing The bomb detonated 20 yards away from the police
station.
The College Board has admitted that the same Scholastic
Aptitude Test was administered twice. An exam given last weekend was identical to an exam given on Aprill2. The Educational
Testing Service claims that the familiar nature of the exams most
likely did not affect the scores of the 100 or so students who
repeated the exam. The exam was given on Sundays to religious
students such as jehovah's Witnesses and jewish students who
observe the Sabbath on Saturday.

Quebec Premier denies quote
on race forced resignation
Craig Turner
C>Los Angeles Times

jacques Parizeau, the separatist premier of Quebec, announced
his res1gnation Tuesday, less than
24 hours after his forces fell just a
few thousand votes short of winningthe right too take the Frenchspeaking provi nee out of Canada.
Parizeau, 65, denied his decision was influenced by the avalanche of cr iticism that struck
him for a speech he made af terthe
ballots were counted, in which he
blamed "money and the ethnic
vote" for thwarting the national·
ist ambitions of French-descended Quebeckers. Canadians
across the political spectrum, indud ing his political allies, denounced the comment as bigoted.
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and Parizeauadmitted Tuesday
that his words were "too harsh."
Quebec voters Monday rejected
by the tiny margin of 50.6 percent
to 49.4 percent a ballot measure
that would have permitted
Parizeau's government to declare
the province a sovereign nation.
There was no immediate consensus, however, on exactly what
should be done to reconcile the
aspirations of the French-speaking province with Canada's ·English-language majority.
The only note of unanimity
soundedTuesdaywasincondemnationofParizeau'sMondaynight
comments on "ethnic voters,"
which came in a speech to campaign workers that promised to
put independence to anotber vole
in the near ruture.
"Appalling," "divisive" and
"very dangerous" were among the
terms used todescribethespeech.
It was seen as an appeal to the
kind of nationalism that theseparatists have tried todistancethemselves from as the population in
Quebec, and particularly in
Montreal, has diversified with an
influx of immigrants. .
Leaders of minority groups denounced the comments as threatening and racist.
Parizeau said he had decided
long before Tuesday that he would
resign if the referendum was lost.
He will hold office for the year to
complete the parliamentary term.

Attention im mediately focused
on Bouchard, 56, as Parizeau's successor. Canada survived the latest
charge by Quebec's separatists,
there was Little joy exhibited Tuesday because of the extreme! y close
vote. Canadians were facing the
fact that the majority of Quebec's
French-speaking voters, and the
majority of the province voters
outside greater Montreal, voted to
quit the country.
The announcement of the final vote was followed early Tuesday in Montreal by a clash between
hundreds of riot police and up to
1,000 most! y young supporters of
separation on St. Catherine Street,
the city's main shopping thoroughfare. The demonstrators
marched toward. the campaign
party of the Canadian unity and
fought with some counter demonstrators.
Police re"ported 39 arrests, five
officers injured and 21 businesses
vandalized.
Reform Party leader Preston
Manning, in a news conference on
Tuesday castigated Prime Minister jean Chretien for bungling the
pro-unity campaign. He accused
Chretien of respondingtotheQuebec challenge "with essentially
meaningless cliches."
The referendum campaign
crystallized Quebeckers' dissatisfaction with the status quo and
their desire for greater autonomy
over government services.
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Tom O'Konowltz
A very simple trap to fall into, many
Staff Reporter
students compromise study time. Luckily
As the school year moves past midterms though, a few safeguards exist to protect
and toward semester finals,students at john students from completely blowing off study
Carroll University are faced with the ever- time. Parents are a natural study enforcegrowing inconvenience of studying. Al- ment service, some think it their sole duty
though studying certainly is a necessary in life to ensure that theirchildrenarestudyevil, many students believe that it only gets ing, studying, and studying some more.
in the way of more important things, such Theypossessaspecial talent of discovering
as sleeping, socializing, dating, eating, exactly how much studying their child has
sports, clubs, going out, and other such entertaining events.
When a student is completely happy
doing something enjoyable, the constant
nagging of studying is almost guaranteed
to appear.
For many, the beginning of the school
year is an academic highlight. A good
amount of study time is set aside and folCarol Kerrett
lowed every day. The num her one priority
of students seems simply to be spending
quality time with a stack of books. As time done, and what activities may have overgoes on, however, these idealistic study hab- shadowed the number one priority.
its become increasingly difficult to follow,
Another common safeguardagai nst failand students start feelingadisenchantment ing to study is simple grade status. The
with the dreaded study time.
primary reason for the existence of univerMany students are constamly tempted sities is to learn and obtain good grades.
with offers of doing something fun rather Quite of ten when a student realizes that
than simply continuing the process of slacking off from studying has negatively
studying. In many instances, students affected one's grades, he or she wilL try to
transform their ideas of studying from the rectify the situation by studying.
original all-important concern, to the "Oh,
john Carroll University itself is most
I can do it later" theory.
interested in seeing that students successSocial engagements of a wide variety are fully keep up with studies. In fact, the unicontinuosly being scheduled, leaving less versity has demonstrated that fact by creatand less timefor studying The positives of ing "First Year 101," a series of programs
the many different activities always seem designed to assist new studems in being
to outweigh the positives of studying. Hu- successful in their school careers. Oneremal\ nature urges many students to post- cent program focused entirely on studying.
poneand limitstudytime,infavorof someCarol Kerrett, director of reading develthing much less stressful. Freshman Ken opment, hosted the event and offered much
He in tel experiences this. He said, "I would insight on how to be academically and
study more if l had any self -control."
socially successful.

"You came to school
not just to learn, but to
learn to be social."

"You came to school not just to learn, but
to learn to be social," said Kerret. She explained that spending all of one's time
studying with no play can be very stressful.
Rather, students should make a detailed
weekly plan that allows time for both.
As for designated study time, Kerrett
offered some suggestions for making it as
beneficial as possible. First, she encouragedstudyingsomewhereother than a residence hall room, because it may be too comfortable and too distracting to concentrate.
She also suggested drinking a decaffei na ted
beverage such as water or lemonade whtle
studying. Kerrett also noted that a lOor 15
minute break should be taken after every
45 minutes of studying. This ttme should
include leaving the desk and moving the
body around.
A major guideline she offered dealt with
the time studying occurs. She said of studying past midnight, "Your mind just cannot
take it." As a solution, she noted the necessity of a two hour nap between 4 and 8p.m.
"Your mind gets very tired and your conscious mind can only take so much," said
Kerret. She stressed that in addinon to getti.ngenough sleep,studenr.smust be certain
to eat enough on a regular basis.
Studying certainly may become quite a
boring and unpopular thing to do, but it is
very necessary. After all,the root of the title
"student" is the word "study." It is imperative that students do not Let themselves fall
behind in work,becausecatching up can be
very difficult.
Obviously, though, times will exist when
deadlines pile up. lnsuchsituations,Kerre!t
urges students to carefully manage time
and be sure to get enough food and sleep.
Most of all,as suggested in number 6 of the
"Top lOTips" from Carroll students, "Study,
b ut have fun."

Hometown - Mentor, Ohio
Major -Finance
Clubs and Activities - Residence Hall Association, choir,
drama
Favorite toothpaste - Arm and
Hammer with Baking Soda
Favorite Marriott food - Yankee pot roast
Favorite Marriott employee Shirley
Favorite color golf ball -Blue
Life philosophy . "Life is relative, so be objective"
Favorite dining utensil- Hands
Favorite song -"Afrlca"byToto
Shoe size -10
Favorite video game- Galaga
Favorite jelly flavor - Black
rasp~rry

Average time spent grooming

utes

Bialy·s Bagels serving
Cleveland area for
over 30 years
Casey Yandek
Staff Reporter
Opening the door to a shop located on
2267 Warrensville Center Rd.,one is immediately enveloped by the aroma of freshly
baked bread. Looking around, one sees a
variety of bagels lining the front counter.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Bialy's
Bagels. Started as a division of Amster Bagels, the first bagel shopinCleveland, Bialy's
has been serving the Cleveland's east side
for some 30 years.
Bialy's is unique in the fact thattwodifferent types of bagels are made and sold
there- "bagel bagels" and "bialy bagels."
"The difference lies in the ingredients. Bialy
bagels are made with more flour, making
them softer than regular bagels." said
Hannah Brown, a long time employee of
Bialy's. Brown went on to say that bialy
bagels originated in New York. "We were

thefirsttomakebialy
bagels in Cleveland.
That's where the
name 'Bialy's Bagels'
came from. Most
people think it{Bialy]
is the owner's last
name."
Bialy's offers over 12 types of bagels.
When the bialy
bagels were first made, the dough would be gredients allow Bialy's to sell their bagels
putonstringsand baked. The bagels would for the unbelievable price of 30 cents to 40
then be sold as strings of 10 to 12 bagels. cents per bagel, because, "It only costs 7
Bialy's now employs a more modernized cents to make each bagel," said Brown.
system. The process of baking is a simple
Probably the main reason for Bialy'sconone. The ingredients, which include flour, ti.nued success is their selection of bagels.
salt, yeast, water and any special flavors, are Originallysellingonlywater or salt bagels,
mixed together and kneaded Like any other Bialy's has expanded the selection to satisfy
typeofdough. Thedoughisthenlefttorise. almost anyone's tastes. Along with the traOnce the dough has finished rising, it is ditional water and salt bagels, Bialy's makes
boiled and then baked in giant ovens.
egg, pretzel, cinnamon raison, pumperThe simple process and inexpensive in- nickel, blueberry and half and half (a com-

Sun -fast - ic
Some advertisers
have estimated up
to a 30% increase
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advertising in the
Carroll News.
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Favorite kitchen appliance Refrigerator
Lucky number- 24
Favorite brand of soap- Dove
Dream car · Corvette
Favorite geometric shape Dodecahedron
Favorite alphabetical letter- z
Favorite motor oil - Valvoline

10w·40
Favorite blood type - 0
Favorite chemical Phenothalene
lnfonnatlon compll8d b)' Dal'ren Tuel

bination of egg and pumpernickeD bligels.
Other varieties include sesame/poppy,
wheat/rye,applecinnamonandonion/garbc loaves and sticks.
A number of Carroll students frequent
the local bagel shop. Freshman Rochelle
Nowinski immediately pointed out theselection. "I have been going [to Bialy's] since
I was little. I keepgoingback because of the
variety."
Steve Udycz,anotherfreshman,summed
it up, "Bialy's is awesome."
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The delicate art of time management
Tips for hitting the rooks, the bars and the sack
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lsrael'sMossadsecretserviceorganizationallegedlyshot
and killed Fathi Shakaki, the leaderof the Palestinian terrorist
organizatJon,lslamicjihad, in Malta last week. Yasir Arafat, the
Palestinian Liberation Organization chief, has tried to quell the
fierce emotions by urging the ls\amicj ihad from attacking lsrael.
Arafat believes it might jeopardize Palestinian seli -rule.

At least 300 people died Sunday in a subway fire in the
former Soviet state of Azerbaijan At least 200 people were injured. The subway caught fire, rrappmg passengers and leadmg
to a chain reaction of panic. Officials have blamed the fire on the
outdated equipment of the subway system. Most of the victims
could not escape and were killed by carbon monoxide poisoning,
officials sa1d.
A Reno Nevada jury deliberated this week on whether or
not Dow Corning should have ro pay for more than $3.9 million
in punitive damages to a woman who blames her ill-health on
faulty silicone breas1 implants. Thejury'sdecision in favor of the
woman was the first of its kind against DowCornng. Dow Corning Corporation used to be the leading manufacturer of silicone
breast implants.

On Sunday, a truck bomb exploded east of Algiers, Algeria
killing at least stx people and injuring 83. The explosion also
destroyed a police station and an apartment building. Islamic
militants, who have been waging an insurgency since 1992 to
overthrow the military-backed government, are suspected in the
bombing. The bomb detonated 20 yards away from the police
station.
The College Board has admitted that the same Scholastic
Aptitude Test was administered twice. An exam given last weekend was identical to an exam given on April12. The Educational
TesungServiceclaims that the familiar nature of the exams most
likely did not affect the scores of the 100 or so students who
repeated the exam. The exam was given on Sundays to religious
students such as jehovah's Witnesses and jewish students who
observe the Sabbath on Saturday.

Quebec Premier denies quote
on race forced resignation
Craig Turner
CCJLos Angeles T1mes

Jacques Parizeau, the separatist premier of Quebec, announced
his resignation Tuesday, less than
2 4 hours af rer his forces fell just a
few thousand votes short of winningrhe right too take the Frenchspeaking province out of Canada.
Parizeau, 65, denied his decision was influenced by the avalanche of criticism that struck
him for a speech he made af rerrhe
ballots were counted, in which he
blamed "money and the ethnic
vote" for thwarting the nationalist ambitions of French -descended Quebeckers. Canadians
across the political spectrum, including his political allies, denounced thecommentas bigoted,
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and Parizeauadmirted Tuesday
that his words were "too harsh."
Quebec voters Monday rejected
by the tiny margin of 50.6percem
to 49.4 percent a ballot measure
that would have permitted
Parizeau's government ro declare
the province a sovereign nation .
There was no immediate consensus, however, on exactly what
should be done to reconcile the
aspirations of the French-speaking province with Canada's ·English-language majority.
The only note of unanimity
sounded Tuesday was in condemnation of Parizea u'sMonday night
comments on "ethnic voters,"
which came in a speech to campaign workers that promised to
put independence to another vote
in the near future.
"Appalling," "d ivisive " and
"very dangerous" were among the
ter rns used to describe the speech.
It was seen as an appeal to the
kind of nationalism that the separatists have tried to distance themselves from as the population in
Quebec, and particularly in
Montreal, has diversified with an
influx of immigrants.
Leaders of minority groups denounced the comments as threatening and racist.
Parizeau said he had decided
long before Tuesday that he would
resign if the referend urn was lost.
He will hold office for the year to
complete the parliamentary term.

Attention immediately focused
on Bouchard, 56, as Parizeau's successor. Canada survived the latest
charge by Quebec's separatists,
there was littlejoyexhibited Tuesday because of theextremelyclose
vote. Canadians were facing the
fact that the majority of Quebec's
French-speaking voters, and the
majority of the province voters
outside greater Montreal, voted to
quit the country.
The announcement of the final vote was followed early Tuesday in Montreal by a clash between
hundreds of riot police and up to
1,000 mostly young supporters of
separation on St. Catherine Street,
the city's main shopping thoroughfare. The demonstrators
marched toward the. campa.i&n
party of the Canadian unity and
fought with some counter demonstrators.
Police reported 39 arrests, five
officers injured and 21 businesses
vandalized.
Reform Party leader Preston
Manning, ina news conference on
Tuesday castigated Prime Minister Jean Chretien for bungling the
pro-unity campaign. He accused
Chretien of responding to the Quebec challenge "with essentially
meaningless cliches."
The referendum campaign
crystallized Quebeckers' dissatisfaction with the status quo and
their desire for greater autonomy
over government services.
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Tom O'Konowltz
Staff Reporter
As the school year moves past midterms
and toward semester finals,students at john
Carroll University are faced with the evergrowing inconvenience of studying. Although studying certainly is a necessary
evil, many students believe that it on Iy gets
in the way of more important things, such
as sleeping, socializing, dating, eating,
sports, clubs, going out, and other such entertaining events.
When a student is completely happy
doing something enjoyable, the constant
nagging of studying is almost guaranteed
to appear.
For many, the beginning of the school
year is an academic highlight. A good
amount of study time is set aside and followed every day. The number one priority
of students seems simply to be spending
qualitytimewitha srackofbooks. As time
goes on, however, these idealistic study habits become increasingly difficult to follow,
and students start feeling a disencha ntmen r
with the dreaded study time.
Many students are constantly tempted
with offers of doing something fun rather
than simply continuing the process of
studying. In many instances, students
transform their ideas of studying from the
original all-important concern, to the "Oh,
I can do it later" theory.
Socialengagementsof a wide variety are
continuosly being scheduled, leaving less
and less timefor studying. The positives of
the many different activities always seem
to outweigh the positives of studying. HumaT\ nature urges many students to postpone and limit study rime, in favor of something much less stressful. Freshman Ken
Heintel experiences this. He said, "I would
study more if I had any self-control."

Owned by Michael Day, JCU
Alumnus
Rowes, Plants, Balloons
FJD lNire Service
101/o Discountfor cash and Cony
Purchases wlJCU /.D.
Four minute walkfrom campus.

"You came to school
not just to learn, but to
learn to be social."
Carol Kerrett
done, and what activities may have overshadowed the number one priority.
Another common safeguard against failing to study is simple grade status. The
primary reason for the existence of universities is to learn and obtain good grades.
Quite often when a student realizes that
slacking off from studying has negatively
affected one's grades, he or she will try to
rectify the situation by studying.
john Carroll University itself is most
interested in seeing that students successfully keep up with studies. In fact, the university has demonstrated that fact by creating "First Year 101," a series of programs
designed to assist new students in being
successful in their school careers. One recent program focused entirely on studying.
Carol Kerrett, director of reading development, hosted the event and offered much
insight on how to be academically and
socially successful.

"You came to school nor just to learn, but
to learn to be social," said Kerret. She explained that spending all of one's time
studying with no play can be verysuessful.
Rather, students should make a derailed
weekly plan that allows time for both.
As for designated study time, Kerrett
offered some suggestions for making it as
beneficial as possible. First, she encouraged swdyingsomewhereorher than a residence hall room, because it may be too comfortable and roo distracting to concentrate.
Shealsosuggested drinking a decaffeinated
beverage such as water or lemonade while
studying. Kerrerr also noted that a lO or 15
minute break should be taken after every
45 minutes of studying. This time should
include leaving the desk and moving the
l:xxly around.
A major guideline she offered dealt with
rhetimestudyingoccurs. She said of studying past midnight, "Your mind just cannot
take it." As a solution, she noted the necessity of a two hour nap between 4and 8p.m.
"Your mind gets very tired and your conscious mind can only take so much," said
Kerret. She stressed that in addition to getting enough sleep, students must be certain
to eat enough on a regular basis.
Studying certainly may become quite a
boring and unpopular thing to do, but it is
very necessary. Afterall,the root of the title
"stude nt" is the word "study." It is imperative that students do not let themselves fall
behind in work, because catching up can be
very difficult.
Obviously,though,timeswillexistwhen
deadlines pile up In such situa tions,Kerrett
urges students to carefully manage time
and be sure to get enough food and sleep.
Most of all, as suggested in number 6of the
"Top lOT ips" from Carroll students, "Study,
but have fun"

Hometown- Mentor, Ohio
Major - Finance
Clubs and Activities - Residence Hall Association, choir,
drama
Favorite toothpaste- Arm and
Hammer with Baking Soda
Favorite Marriott food - Yankee pot roast
Favorite Marriott employee Shirley
Favorite color golf ball- Blue
Life philoso,:X'Iy - "Life is relative, so be objectivew
Favorite dining utensil· Hands
Favorite song-"Africa" by Toto
Shoe size -10
Favorite video game - Galaga
Favorite jelly flavor - Black
rasp~rry

Average time spent grooming

utes

Bialy·s Bagels serving
Cleveland area for
over 30 years
Casey Yandek
Staff Reporter
Opening the door to a shop located on
2267 Warrensville Cemer Rd ., one is immediately enveloped by the aroma of freshly
baked bread. Looking around, one sees a
variety of bagels lining the front counter.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Bialy's
Bagels. Started as a division of Amster Bagels,the first bagel shop in Cleveland, Bialy's
has been serving the Cleveland's east side
for some 30 years.
Bialy's is unique in the fact that two different types of bagels are made and sold
there- "bagel bagels" and "bialy bagels."
"The difference lies in the ingredients. Bialy
bagels are made with more flour, making
them softer than regular bagels." said
Hannah Brown, a long time employee of
Bialy's. Brown wem on to say that bialy
bagels originated in New York "We were

UnivetSity Heights, Ohio 44118
932-7550

A very s1mple trap to fa\1 into, many
students compromise study time. Luckily
though, a few safeguards exist to protect
students from completely blowing off study
time. Parents are a natural study enforcement service, some think it rheu sole duty
in lifetoensurethar their children aresrudying, studying, and studying some more.
They possess a special talent of discovering
exactly how muchstudyingtheirchild has

thefirstto make bialy
bagels in Cleveland.
That's where the
name 'Bialy's Bagels'
came from. Most
people think it (Bialy]
is the owner's last
name."
When the bialy
bagels were first made, the dough would be
put on strings and baked. The bagels would
then be sold as strings of lO to 12 bagels.
Bialy's now employs a more modernized
system. The process of baking is a simple
one. The ingredients, which include flour,
salt, yeast, water and any special flavors, are
mixed together and kneaded likeanyother
type of dough. The dough is then left to rise.
Once the dough has finished rising, it is
boiled and then baked in giant ovens.
The simple process and inexpensive in-

Sun -fast - ic
Some advertisers
have estimated up
to a 30% increase
in business after
advertising in the
Carroll News.
Speak to the
masses. Advertise
in the Carroll News.
Cal/397-4398

T~
.:.,·tudt'lll .Special

r2

·Tansjor S35

381-0888
NE\\ LOCATIO

4485 '>1aytield Road. South Eu.:lid

Favorite kitchen appliance Refrigerator
Lucky number - 24
Favorite brand of soap- Dove
Dream car - Corvette
Favorite geometric shape Dodecahedron
Favorite alphabetical letter- z
Favorite motor oil - Valvoline
10w-40
Favorite blood type - 0
Favorite chemical Phenothalene
Information compiled by Darren Tuel

gredients allow Bialy's to sell their bagels
for the unbelievable price of 30 cents to 40
cents per bagel, because, "It only costs 7
cents to make each bagel," said Brown.
Probably the main reason for Bialy'scontinued success is their selection of bagels.
Original\ y selling only water or salt bagels,
Bialy's has expanded the selection to satisfy
almost anyone's tastes. Along with the traditional water and salt bagels, Bialy's makes
egg, pretzel, cinnamon raison, pumpernickel, blueberry and half and half (a com-

bination of egg and pumpernickel) bilgels.
Other varieties include sesame/poppy,
wheat/rye,applecinnamonandonion/garlic loaves and sticks.
A number of Carroll students frequent
the local bagel shop. Freshman Rochelle
Nowinski immediately pointed out theselection. "I have been going [to Bialy's] since
I was little. I keep going back because of the
variety."
Steve Ud ycz,anorherf reshman,summed
it up, "Bialy's is awesome."

Learn Bartending!
Have Fun!
Meet People!
Two Week Class
Day or Nights
Full or Part time
Since 1978
Low Tuition
Job Placement

$10 - $20 per hour
Riverboats
Restaurants
Hotels
N~ghtclubs

Neighborhood Bars

Call Today:

381-1450
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Don Quixote de£eats the odds
Man of La Mancf¥;1 opens in Kulas tomorrow night

Sherry Lucchetti

Our lives are better left to
chance ... Those words of ten echo

Assistant Entertainment Editor

The Cleveland Museum of Art presents rare Ethiopian works
of art from Nov. l5, 1995 through jan. 7,1996. African Zion: The
Sacred Art ofEt h iopiafeatures 85 icons, illustrated manscripts,
and objects in silver, bronze and gold . As the first maJOr exhibi tionof Ethiopia'ssacred masterpieces to travel tothiscountry, the
exhibition presents venerated images of Biblical heroes and spiritual leaders. Museum hours are Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from
lO a.m. to 5:45 p.m~ Wednesday, I 0 a.m. to 9:45 p.m.; Saturday, 9
am. ro4:45p.m .; andSunday,1to5:45p.m.Call4 21-7340 for more
information.
john Carroll Universit y students interested in viewing African Zion are invited to meet in the Recplex Atrium on Saturday,
Nov. 18 at 9 a.m. Bus tra ns portation will be provided. Call the
Multicultural Affairs Office at 397-1604 for reservations.

Music
Belkin Productions and the Bud lee Concert Series welcome
Mighty Mighty Bosstones for a second show, with special
guests Alligator Gun and Hagfish to theOdeon, Monday, Nov.
6 at 8 p.m. The Bosstones are out in support of their fourth
Mercury release, Question The Answers. Tickets are now on sale
for $12.50 in advance and are available at all Ticketmaster locations, or call24l-5555 to charge.
Cleveland's folk/rock band , Fifth Wheel have been added as
openersforthelO,OOO Maniacs show at the Agora Ballroom on
Friday, Nov. lO at 9 p.m. Fifth Wheel released their debut CD,
Nothing. earlier this year, and their single, 'lf I Were a Girl' has
received airplay on WENZ 107.9. Tickets for the show, presented
by Agora Magic promotions, are $13.50 in advance, $15 day of
show. They are available at Ticketmaster locations, the Agora
Box Office, or by calling 241 -5555.

Theatre
Man of La Mancha, presented by John Carroll University's
Department of Communications, opens tomorrow (Friday, Nov.
3) at 8 p.m . in Kulas Auditorium. Directed by james F. Beck,
asststant professor of communications, the musical continues
Nov. 4,10 and ll. Tickersare$5in advance and $7 at the door. Call
397-4428 for more information.

Film
The Case Western Reserve University film Society presents
Dr. S 1range 1ovt: (1964 ),starring Peter Sellers and George C. Scott,
tomorrow (Friday, Nov.3)at 7, 9and II pm. Admission is$4.Call
368-(lNE for more information.
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Pierro! le Fou(l965,
color, subtitles), directed by jean-Luc Godard on Wednesday,
Nov. 8 at 7:30p.m. The film (pictured below), a ' picturesque pop
tragedy' of two lovers who flee to the south of Fran ce, is part of
JOOYearsofMagic:Postscri.pt.lt starsjean-Paul Belmondoand
Anna Karina. Admi ·
4. Call the museum at 421-7340for
more information.

This is no ordinary tale. This
tale combines a world full of sadness, violence and hatred with a
world full of blissful love where
good prevails. And the narrator is
noordinaryman. He is a prisoner.
He is a leader.
He is the Man of La Mancha .
Man of La Mancha , written by
Dale Wasserman , begins tomorrow (Friday, Nov. 3), and continues Nov. 4 , 10 and ll in Kulas Auditorium at 8 p.m . Directing the
musical 1sjames F Beck, communications assistan t professor and
techn icaldirec torforjohn Ca rroll
Uni versi ty theatre. "I only direct
once a year - making sure every
other year the play is a musical,"
Becksaidduringa recent intervew.
Man of La Mancha, is set during the Spanish inquistion when
the leader, Don Miguel De
Cervantes, is thrown in jail. During his trial, he tells the story of
Don Quixote, a man who sees the
world through rose-colored
glasses and who strives for the
perfect world.
"Cervantes transforms into
Don Quixote, who is enthralled in
chivalry and whose quest in life is
to make all wrongs right," said
Travis Lattimore, who is playing
both characters. Lattimore is a
senior and resident assistant in
East Hall. This will be his fourth
production at Carroll.
As for junior Angel Kornuc,
who plays the female lead character, Aldonza, this will be her second JCU performance. "This play
is differe nt [rom anything I've ever
done before. A lot comes from inside; it's more than just putting on
a happy face for the audience,"
Kornuc s.aid.
"Bytheway Aldonza looks and
treats guys , you can tell she's a
woman who's been around the

in my mind. All too often we get
so caught up in the future and
what is going to happen tomorrow that we don't allow ourselves
the time to enjoy today. But the
words to Garth Brooks' hit from
1989, "The Dance ," run so much
deeper than this.

Commentary

Doug Skoglin

Travis Lattimore (left) stars as Don Miguel De Cervantes/Don
Quixote in Man of La Mancha, which premieres tomorrow (Friday)
at 8 pm. in Kulas Audtorum. Also pictured is Siegmund Fuchs.
block," Kornuc added. "She's very
troubled, but only Don (Quixote)
thinks of her as this wonderful
and beautiful woman."
"I tend to do message-oriented
plays," explained Beck. He added
that he wants the audience to understand the Mnobility of spirit' the ability to look at the world and
see the &COd jp il wbic\l is w1uu.
Quixo te is all about.'
Man of La Mancha is just one
among several productions Beck
has participated in, be it as director, set designer or both. Setting
the stage for the play was not an
easy task;· however, it took very
little time for Beck and work-study

students to transform the set of
Prelude to a Kiss into a prison locale for Man of La Mancha.
"There's so much texture and
treatment done to the set," said
Beck. Most of the backgro~nd
wa lis are bits and pieces from sets
of previous plays. The steep steps
accompanying the "dungeon"
to give more illusion to the jail
cell.
Beck's set design, combined
with the play's choreographed
dance routines and lively singing
from a cast of about 20 students,
complement the story of the Man

of La Mancha.
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Coming Attra~tions were compiled by Karen Obr.zut, entertainment editor.

In some respects the song is
about taking risks. I often use this
song, when talking to my friends;
as an illustration about what it
means to jump off a cliff and not
know howyouaregoingto Iandor
if you even will.
Thesongisabouta man who is
remembering a dance he shared
with a woman he loved. They
danced under the stars and "for a
moment all the world was right."
He never thought that this woman
whom he was holding in his arms
would one day say good-bye. He
thinks that if he would have only
known this beforehand, he then
could have avoided a lot of pain.
Thereareso many times when
we think to ourselves, "lf 1 had
known things would have turned
out this way, I never would have
done it." What would have happened if people like Martin Luther
King Jr. or John F. Kennedy had
said that? Our lives are better left

to chance ...
The same is true for falling in

love. Many times we are afraid to
let ourselves love other people,
afraid of geumg too close because
we fear rejection or being hurt. lt
is sad to me that we let this fea r
stop us from experiencing some
wonderful moments.
Finally, the ma n realizes th at
yes, he could have avoided a lot of
pain , but he never would have experienced that euphoric feeling
even if only for one moment.
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Jim Rutman
Staff Reporter

Film comedy is in peril. No
one seems to be interested in in telligent adult comedy. The public is inundated weekly with
inane sports-based, coming-ofage, underdog stories popul ated
by lovable losers who beat the
odds. Vestiges of slapstick can be
found in Airplan e-esque (make
that, jim Carrey-esque) movies.
And now I'm glad I didn't know And there is the ignominy of the
the way it all would end- he way "Saturday Night Live" assembly
it all would go. Our lives are better line of failure.
left to chance. I wuld have missed
That particular program aside,
the pain but I'd have had to miss intelligent comedy now resides
the dance.
in, of all places, television, even if
Another Garth Brooks hit fur- it is all compressed within "The
ther illustrates this point. "Unan- Simpsons."
swered Prayers" is a song about a
So it is particularly reassuring
man who prayed to God asking to know that Woody Allen is still
that he and his high school sweet- writing and directing. The new
heart would be together forever. Allen picture, Mighty Aphrodite,
That did not happen and each of features the familiar tweed-wearthem went their separate ways. ing, neurotic icon that Allen has
Many years later the man, who is success£ ullypresented for the last
now married and has a family, quarter century.
runs into his old girlfriend. He
Allen is Lenny Weinrub , a
realizes how different they have middle-aged New York sportsbecome and at that moment he · writer with a prodigious collecthanks God because he realizes tion of brown-colored casual
that "some of God's greatest gifts wear.
are unanswered prayers."
In fact , brown, in its infinite
The point of this commentary variations, permeates not only
is that things don't always turn the clothing, but also the interior
out the way we plan or the way we design and even the parks and
would like. Life is full of unex- streets of Manhattan in this
pected surprises. We can't let fear movie. Cinematographer Carlo
stand in the way of our passions, DiPalma drenches almost everywhatever they may be. For when thingwitha moodycorduroytexallissaidanddone,nomatterwhat ture that embodies the comfort·
the outcome, you will always be chic of the Upper East Side.
able to remember the dance.
Life is good for Lenny a nd his

7

young wife. Amanda (Helena
Bonham Carter), the head of an art
gallery. The couple adopts a baby
boy and things look even brighter
until the marriage settles in a discomforting valley.
Lenny's conjugal consternation
prompts him to investigate his son's
genealogy. His manic search brings
him to the door of the bi ologica l
mother, h ooker / porn actress,
Linda Ash (Mira Sorvino).

Woody Allen is a
safe haven In a
comedic danger
zone; he Is a
cinematic genre
unto himself.
This is the point at which

Mighty Aphrodite blossoms into
the clever and breezy adult com
edy to which Allen devotees are
accustomed
Linda isashapelydumb blonde
whose pastel-laden apartment is a
hilarious shrine to all things phallic. As soon as Sorvino's Linda
opens the door expecting her next
trick, she seizes absolutecontrolof
the film.
Sorvino is a revelation. She imbues the standard hooker-with-aheart-of-gold convention with remarkable timing and endearing
id iocy. Her u nforgettable vo1ce

'starts with MissPiggy,andaddsa
sqeak of Minme Mouse,' as New
Yorker critic Anthony lane observes. Previously a little-known
character actress (Quiz Show), this
gif ted beauty commands the
camera's attention so thoroughly
that even Allen's classically off handed retorts and rum inations
become af terthoughts.
The mov ie's most e££ec tive
scenes mvolve Lenny and Linda
Their physica land intellectual di chotomy frames the central misunderstandmg that Lenny is raising the baby she put up for adoption.
Lenny becomes intent ongUJding Linda out of a life of depravity
and danger and into an upstanding lifestyle that befits his son.
"He's playmg God!" exclaims a
member of the Greek chorus that
appears throughout. Oratingfrorn
the floor of a delapidated ancient
amphitheater, th1s chorus, led by
F. Murray Abraham, offers quasiSophoclean words of advice and
warning for Lenny. This IS an ingenious, if somewha t over-mdul gent, device that begins with motionless exposition and develops
into elaborate song and dance
numbers by the conclusion.
Woody Alien is a safe haven in
a comedic danger zone; he is a cinematic genre unto himself. A few
minor hitches in continuity (including a somewhat patchwork
ending) notwithstanding, Mighty
Aphrodite is a thoroughly enjoyable, lighthearted fare that provides a not her formidable ad d it ion
to Allen's ca non.

ombat' saga con inues
'Mortal Kombat III'fu.ll offatalities
Jonathan Boyle

Student Union Presents

Staff Reporter

'MortalKombat Ill' (Williams
Entertainment/Midway), which
is the second sequel to one of the
most violent and controversial
video games ever made, is now
available for the Super Nintendo,
Sega Genesis, the Sony Play Station andalllBMcompatibles. This
game, which is rated "M" for ages
17 and older, is a fighting game
filled with blood, action and awesome "fatalities."
The plot is pretty complex.
Shoa Khan, the evil emperor of
Outworld, is about to conquer
Earth. As the resultofShaoKhan's
arrival on Earth, all human life is
destroyed, except for the fighters.
Returning in this game are Liu
Kang,Sub-Zero,KungLao,Shang
Tsung, jax, Sonja an<l Kano.
The new charaq s intlude
· Cyrax and Sektor,l1Xtiii>Ml1V1~
ninjassentto kil~S\i
a warriorwhoseta·
underneath a mask;
Native-American w
whf, hits
his opponents with magitall6mahawks and arrows; Sheeva, a female Shokan; Sindel, Khan's wife;
and Stryker, a riot-control leader
who throws bombs at his opponents as a special move.

Lamentably, such characters
as johnny Cage, Scorpion, Reptile
and Rayden are not in this game.
There are three unplayable
characters whom you can fight.
Smoke, a cyberninja, is a secret
character whom you might be able
to fight, if you're lucky. Motaro, a
Centa urian, is the second-to-last
boss you have to beat to win the
game. And you must fight Shao
Khan to win the game.
Up to two players can play this
game, and difficulty levels can be
adjusted. ThegraphlCsandsouJl'i
effects are excellent, but
not improved si nee the ,.,.,L ~''""".alii
Playing the game is
cult if you're not used to otiiNJIIII!: .~'If
'Mortal Kombat' games. 'inPrhtiF
moves or "fatalities" (finishing off
your opponent with a violent
move) are not in the directions.
Overall, this is an exceptional
game, but it's not much different
from 'Mortal Kombat ll.'

AN:> .st-V\RE '«:X.Al. M.ASTIR PE<E! AJt'NOIK MJIT HA.\1£ IHN
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'Dance' through life Allen's Mighty revives genre
Assistant Features Ec!itor

LaniAsslly
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Business a little slow?
Try advertising in the CN

Saturday,

Nov. 4
Registration forms can be picked
up on the Student Union Door.

Entries due by Friday,
November 3 at 3pm
•
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Don Quixote defeats the odds
Man of La Manella opens in Kulas tomorrow night

Sherry Lucchetti

Our lives are better left to
chance... Those words of ten echo

Assistant Entertainment Editor

The Cleveland Museum of Art presents rare Ethiopian works
of art from Nov 15,1995 through jan. 7,1996. African Zion: The
Sacred Art ofEt hiopia features85 icons, illustrated manscripts,
and objects in silver, bronze and gold As the first major exhibition of Ethiopia'ssacred masterpieces to travel to this country; the
ex hi bit ion presents venerated images of Bi bhca I heroes and spiritualleaders. Museum hours are Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from
lO a.m. to 545 p.m.; Wednesday, lO a.m. to 9:45p.m~ Saturday, 9
a.m. to 4:45 p.m.;and Sunday,! to 5:45 p.m.Call421 -7340 for more
information.
john Carroll University s tudents interested in viewing African Zion are invited to meet in the Recplex Atrium on Saturday,
Nov. 18 at 9 a.m. Bus transportation will be provided. Call the
Multicultural Affairs Office at 397-1604 for reservations.

Music
Belkin Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series welcome
Mighty Mighty Bosstones for a second show, with special
guests Alligator Gun and Hagfish to the Odeon, Monday, Nov.
6 at 8 p.m. The Bosstones are out in support of their fourth
Mercury release, Question The Answers. Tickets are now on sale
for $12.50 in advance and are available at all Ticket master locations, or call24l-5555 to charge.
Cleveland's folk/rock band, Fifth Wheel have been added as
openers for the 10,000 Maniacs show at the Agora Ballroom on
Friday, Nov. lO at 9 p.m. Fifth Wheel released their debut CD,
Nothing, earlier this year, and their single, 'If I Were a Girl' has
received airplay on WENZ 107.9. Tickets for the show, presented
by Agora Magic promotions, are $13.50 in advance, $15 day of
show. They are available at Ticketmaster locations, the Agora
Box Office, or by calling 241-5555.

Theatre
Man of La Mancha, presented by john Carroll University's
Department of Communications, opens tomorrow (Friday, Nov.
3) at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium. Directed by James F Beck,
assistant professor of communications, the musical continues
1\ov. 4, IOand 11. TickeLsare$5in advance and $7 at the door. Call
397-4428 for more information.

This is no ordinary tale. This
tale combines a world full of sadness, violence and hatred with a
world full of blissful love where
good prevails. And the narrator is
no ordinary man. He is a prisoner.
He is a leader.
He is the Man of La Mancha.
Man of La Mancha, written by
Dale Wasserman, begins tomorrow (Friday, Nov. 3), and continues Nov. 4,10 and ll in Kulas Auditorium at 8 p.m. Directing the
musical is james F Beck, comm unications assistant professor and
technical director for john Carroll
University theatre. "!only direct
once a year- making sure every
other year the play is a musical,"
Beck said during a recent in tervew.
Man of La Mancha, is set during the Spanish inquistion when
the leader, Don Miguel De
Cervantes, is thrown in jail. During his trial, he tells the story of
Don Quixote, a man who sees the
world through rose-colored
glasses and who strives for the
perfect world.
"Cervantes transforms i nto
Don Quixote, who is enthralled in
chivalry and whose quest in life is
to make all wrongs right," said
Travis Lattimore, who is playing
both characters. Lattimore is a
senior and resident assistant in
East Hall. This will be his fourth
production at Carroll.
As for junior Angel Kornuc,
who plays the female lead character, Aldonza, this will be her second JCU performance. "Thi5 play
is different from anythmg I've ever
done before. A lot comes from inside; it's more than just putting on
a happy face for the audience,•
Kornuc said.
"By the way Aldonza looks and
treats guys, you can tell she's a
woman who's been around the

The Case Western Reserve University Film Society presents

DougSkoglln

block," Kornuc added. "She's very
troubled , bur only Don (Quixote)
thinks of her as this wonderful
and beautiful woman."
"!tend to do message-oriented
plays," explained Beck. He added
that he wants the audience to understand the ~nobility of spi rit'the ability to look at the world and
SU tbe @pod iP iJ wbicb is~
Quixote is a\1 about."
Man of La Mancha is just one
among several productions Beck
has participated in, be it as director, set designer or both. Setting
the stage for the play was not an
easy task;· however, it took very
little ti mefor Beck and work-study

students to transform the set of
Prelude to a Kiss into a prison locale for Man of La Mancha.
"There's so much texture and
treatment done to the set," said
Beck. Most of the background
walls are bits and pieces from sets
of previous plays. The steep steps
accompanying the "dungeon"
to give more ill us ion to the jail
cell.
Beck's set design, combined
with the play's choreographed
dance routines and lively singing
from a cast of about 20 students,
complement the story of the Man

of La Mancha.
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1

tomorrow(Friday, Nov.3)at 7, 9and 11 p.m. Admission is$4.Call
368-clNE for more information.
TheCieveland Museum of Art presents Pierrot le Fou(l965,
color, subtitles), directed by Jean-Luc Godard on Wednesday,
Nov. 8 at 7:30p.m. The film (pictured below), a "picturesque pop
lragedy' of two lovers who flee to the south of France, is part of
100 Years
It starsjean-Paul Belmondoand
Anna Karina.
Call the museum at 42l-7340for
more information.

Commentary

JCl)

Film
Dr;St range love(l964 ), starring Peter Sellers and George C. Scott,

in my mind. All too often we get
so caught up in the future and
what is going to happen tomorrow that we don't allow ourselves
the time to enjoy today. But the
words to Garth Brooks' hit from
1989, "The Dance," run so much
deeper than this.

Travis Lattimore (left) stars as Don Miguel De Cervantes /Don
Quixote in Man of La Mancha, which premieres tomorrow (Friday)
at 8 p.m. in Kulas Audtorum. Also pictured is Siegmund Fuchs.
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In some respects the song is
about taking risks. I often use this
song, when talking to my friends,
as an illustration about what it
means to jump off a cliff and not
know howyouaregoingto Iandor
if you even will.
Thesongisabouta man who is
remembering a dance he shared
with a woman he loved. They
danced under the stars and "for a
moment all the world was right."
He never thought that this woman
whom he was holding in his arms
would one day say good-bye. He
thinks that if he would have only
known this beforehand, he then
could have avoided a lot of pain.
There are so many times when
we think to ourselves, "lf l had
known things would have turned
out this way, I never would have
done it." What would have happened if people like Martin Luther
King Jr. or John F. Kennedy had
said that? Our lives are better left

to chance._
The same is true for falling in
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Coming A!tra~tions were compiled by Karen Obrzut, entertainment editor:

love. Many times we are afraid to
let ourselves love other people,
afraid of getting too close because
wefear rejection or being hurt. 1t
is sad to me that we let this fear
stop us from experiencing some
wonderful moments.
Finally, the man realizes that
yes . he could have avoided a lot of
pain, but he never would have experienced that euphoric feeling
even if only for one moment.
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Jim Rutman

young wife. Amanda (Helena
Bonham Carter), the head of an an
Film comedy is in peril. No gallery. The couple adopts a baby
one seems to be interested in in- boy and things look even brighter
telligent adult comedy. The pub- until the marriage settles in a dislic is inundated weekly with comforting valley.
inane sports-based, coming-ofLenny's conjugal consternation
age, underdog stories populated prompts him to investigate htsson's
by lovable losers who beat the genealogy. His manic search brings
odds. Vestigesof slapstick can be him to the door of the biologica I
found in Airplane-esque (make mother, hooker /porn actress,
that, Jim Carrey-esque) movies. Linda Ash (Mira Sorvino).
And now I'm glad I didn't know And there is the ignominy of the
the way it all would end- he way "Saturday ight Live" assembly
it all would go. Our lives are better line of failure.
left to chance. I could have missed
That particular program aside,
the pain but I'd have had to miss intelligent comedy now resides
the dance.
in, of all places, television, even if
Another Garth Brooks hit fur- it is all compressed within "The
ther illustrates this point. "U nan- Simpsons."
swered Prayers" is a song about a
So it is particularly reassuring
man who prayed to God asking to know that Woody Allen is still
that he and his high school sweet- writing and directing. The new
heart would be together forever. Allen picture, Mighty Aphrodite,
That did not happen and each of features the familiar tweed-wearthem went their separate ways. ing, neurotic icon that Allen has
Many years later the man, who is success£ ull ypresented for the last
now married and has a family, quarter century.
This is the point at which
runs into his old girlfriend. He
Allen is Lenny Weinrub , a Mighty Aphrodite blossoms into
realizes how different they have middle-aged New York sports- the clever and breezy adult com
become and at that moment he · writer with a prodigious collec- edy to which Allen devotees are
thanks God because he realizes tion of brown-colored casual accustomed
that "some of God's greatest gifts wear.
Linda isashapelydumb blonde
are unanswered prayers."
In fact, brown, in its infinite whose pastel-laden apartment is a
The point of this commentary variations, permeates not only hilarious shrine to all things phalis that things don't always turn the clothing, but also the interior lic. As soon as Sorvino's Linda
out the way we plan or the way we design and even the parks and opens the door expecting her next
would like. Life is full of unex- streets of Manhattan in this trick, she seizes absolute control of
pected surprises. We can't let fear movie. Cinematographer Carlo the film.
stand in the way of our passions, DiPalma drenches almost everySorvino is a revelation. She imwhatever they may be. For when thing with a moodycorduroytex- bues the standard hooker-with-aallissaidanddone,nomatterwhat ture that embodies the comfort- heart-of -gold convention with rethe outcome, you will always be chic of the Upper East Side.
markable timing and endearing
able to remember the dance.
Life is good for Lenny and his idiocy. Her unforgettable vo1ce
Staff Reporter

Woody Allen Is a
safe haven In a
comedic danger
zone; he Is a
cinematic genre
unto himself.

'Mortal Kombat III'fu.ll offatalities
Jonathan Boyle

'starts with MtssPiggy,andaddsa
sqeak of Minme Mouse,' as New
Yorker critic Anthony Lane observes. Previously a little-known
character actress CQu iZ Show), this
gifted beauty commands the
camera's attention so thoroughly
that even Allen's classically offhanded retorts and ruminations
become afterthoughts.
The movie's most effective
scenes involve Lenny and Linda
Their physica I and intellectual dichotomy frames the central misund rstanding that Lenny is raJsing the baby she put up for adoption.
LennybecomesintentongUJding Linda out of a life of depravity
and danger and into an upstanding lifestyle that befits his son.
"He's playing God!" exclaims a
member of the Greek chorus that
appears throughout. Orating from
the floor of a delapidated ancient
amphitheater, th1s chorus, led by
F. Murray Abraham, offers quasiSophoclean words of advice and
warmng for Lenny. Th1s is an mgenious, if somewhat o\'er-mdulgent, device that begins with motionless exposition and develops
into elaborate song-and dance
numbers by the cone! us ion.
Woody Allen is a safe haven in
acomedicdangerzone; he is a cinematic genre unto himself. A few
minor hitches in continui ty (including a somewhat patchwork
ending) notwtthsta nding, Mighty
Aphrodite is a thoroughly enjoyable, lighthearted fare that providesanotherformidableaddition
to A!len's canon.

Student Union Presents

Staff Reporter

'Mortal Kombat III' (Williams
Entertainment/Midway), which
is the second sequel to one of the
most violent and controversial
video games ever made, is now
available for the Super Nintendo,
Sega Genesis, the Sony Play Station and all IBM compatibles. This
game, which is rated "M" for ages
17 and older, is a fighting game
filled with blood, action and awesome "fatalities."
The plot is pretty complex.
Shoa Khan , the evil emperor of
Outworld, is about to conquer
Earth. As the result of ShaoKhan's
arrival on Earth, all human life is
destroyed, except for the fighters.
Returning in this game are Liu
Kang,Sub-Zero, KungLao,Shang
Tsung, Jax, Sonja auq Kano.
The new charae{ s iftQude
· Cyrax and Sektor,t
-,......-o.. >r. ninjas sent to killbU~llt·CM"""P'
a warriorwhoseia'
un'1:.:-.);;"!'"'1:; derneath a mask;
Nair~ hits
tive-American w
hawks and arrows; Sheeva, a female Shokan; Sindel, Khan's wife;
and Stryker, a riot-control leader
who throws bombs at his opponents as a special move.

Lamentably, such characters
as Johnny Cage, Scorpion, Reptile
and Rayden ar'e not in this game.
There are three unplayable
characters whom you can fight.
Smoke, a cyberninja, is a secret
character whom you might be able
to fight, if you're lucky. Motaro, a
Centaurian, is the second-to-last
boss you have to beat to win the
game. And you must fight Shao
Khan to win the game.
Up to twoplayerscan play this
game, and dtfficulry levels can be
adjusted. The graphics and ,.,.u,U<S·-,...,
effects are excellent. but theyn!Ml;:l
not improved since {he last gm;u:e,-..
Playing the game is rather tttff'i.ttct~
cult if you're not useti to plJifii•«:•"'1
'Mortal Kombat' games. c;tll"t"!:ll"·:;
moves or "fatalities" (finishing off
your opponent with a violent
move) are not in the directions.
Overall, this is an exceptional
game, but it's not much different
from "Mortal Kombat II.'
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Business a little slow?
Try advertising in the CN

Saturday,

Nov. 4
Registration fonns can be picked
up on the Student Union Door.

Entries due by Friday,
November 3 at 3pm
•
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Men's soccer home unbeaten streak halted in tourney
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

The men'ssoccer team, lookmg
toad va nee tothci r fourth consecutiveOh io Athletic Conference title
game, came upshonasthe Heidel berg Student Princes defeated
them 4-3 in penalty kicks.
The Sneaks, having won their
fourth regular season conference
title in five years, did not come out
as aggressively as theywould have
liked, said sophomore goaltender
Grant Mast.
"We weren't playing our best,
and we didn't finish," Mast said.
"We didn't deserve to win the way
we played. We were upset with
that, but we have to move on."
Along with the season ending
defeat, the Streaks' 42 game home

unbeaten streak also came to an
end.
AIthough the Streaks played
sloppily in the fmt half, they
dominated the second half of play
and each 15 mmute overtime period, junior forward Brady
Brosnahan said.
"In the second half, we played
real well, but the chances we had
we did not capitalize on,"
Brosnahan said. "Everything was
at stake, but we just didn't pull
through."
If the game is still scoreless at
the end of overtime in the regular
season, thegameendsasa tie, but
in playoff games, penalty kicks are
used to decide the winner.
After Heidelberg's first shot
bounced off the post, Brosnahan

To All Women Golfers:

scored. The Student Princes made
their next two shots, as did jCU's
JUmor mid fielder Adrian Del Busso
and senior stopper Johnjurcevic.
Heidelberg made their fourth shot,
but senior jozsi Jalics' shot caromed off the post. Heidelberg
made their fourth shot, giving
them a 4-3lead, and freshman forwardjon Bowman'sshotwassaved
by the Heidelberg goalie, giving
the Student Princes a 4-3 win.
"Once itgetsinto penalty kicks,
it's anybody's game," said Coach
Ali Kazemaini. "l think the team
came out a little flat, and we were
getting a little discouraged [as the
game progressed]."
Although the game technically
goes down as a tie, the Streaks lost
a shot at the NCAA Division-lll

Men don't fare as well, Van Dress finishes 30th
Michael Ziccardi

a women's golf club should
attend a meeting with John
DiCillo on Tuesday, November 7,
at 4 p.m. in the Blue/Gold Room.

lf someonewouldhavetoldjunior AmyFensketheironyof events
brewing on the morning of the
year's biggest race, there is noway
she would have thought that she
would capture second place at the
Ohio Athletic Conference Championships.
"When l woke up in the morning(SaturdayL I had the worst sore
throat," said Fenske. "l was already
extremely nervous because it was
the OAC meet, and when l got a
late start, Jjust did not know what
was going to happen."
What happened was that
Fenske dazzled the field by finish-

Join the Sports staff, and get a dose of
both at the same time.
Contact Mike or ]on at the CN.

"l:his is a team that plays 12 of
its 17 games on the road every year
because no one wants to play on
artificial turf," Kazemaini said. "I
am disappointed for the guys because this school has always been
looked upon as a school that does
not care about its soccer program.
We play on artificial turf, which
shows no commitment to the soccer program , and that gives our
program a bad rep."
Kazemaini said that this is one
of the most talented teams he has
ever coached.
"Overall , this team has a little
more talent, than the '93 team 117Jl" Kazemaini said . "This team is
quieter, but at every position, the
guys know their roles and they
play better collectively."

Fenske places second at CC OACs

Any female interested in forming

Do you like sports? Do you like to write?

Tournament. Ohio Athletic Conference Tournament Champ1on
Hiram received an invitation instead.
]alies satd that knowing what
was at stake did not change the
way the Streaks approached the
game.
"We knew we had to beat them
if we wanted to make it to the
(NCAA] Tournament," ]a lies said.
"Wewereconfidentthatwewould
make it to the OAC Championship game, but we were still focused on the game."
For the Blue Streaks to make
the jump to the next level of competition, Kazemaini said, the University would have to switch to a
grass field, a move Kazemaini has
pushed for four years.

Sports Editor

ingin 19:11 and capturing the highest finish by a women's cross country runner in John Carroll
University's history.
The rest of the women's team
also did well, with eight runners
recording personal bests, running
Carroll to a fourth place finish.
"Our objective was to be competitive and run our best," claimed
Coachjewett. "lthoughtwedidan
excellent job, and the girls represented themselves very well."
Senior Tish Kanaga crossed the
finish line nextforthe Bl ueStreaks,
placing 14th with a time of 20:09.
Carroll's men's cross country
team did not fare as well. They
finished last out of seven teams.

Freshmanjames Van Dress was
Carroll's top runner for the seventh time this season, but it just
wasn 't quiteenough to get the Blue
Streaks out of last place.
"1 matched my personal best,"
said Van Dress. "But as a team, we
just did not perform as well as we
wanted."
The competition in the OAC is
extremely tough this season, with
two of the teams (Otterbein and
Mount Union( ranking in the top
12 in Division lll.
"Weare running well as a pack,"
said men's Coach Don Stupica.
"But against the tough competition that we have to face, it just is
not good enough."

Find Out Why So Many
A1BN~
Students Call Us For Jobs.
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Volleyball conquers OAC first-round
Next opponent the #2 seed, Capital, in Conference tourney
Streaks could not put Hetdelberg
away,allowmgthem toscoree1ght
The John Carroll volleyball of the next nine points, dropping
team isgeHingeverything it wants game one, 16-14.
'We were playing not to lose,"
this week, if potentially playing
the two top teams in the confer- said Weitbrecht, who improved
her record in the OAC Tournaence is getting everything.
With its first-round win over ment to 5-3. "I think we had a lot
of jitters and
Heidel berg
nerves. We have
in
the
had a tendency
quarterfmals
of hoping that
of the Ohio
otherteams will
Athletic
make mistakes."
Conference
Game one
Tournament We'll be fired up and
seemed to light
on Tuesday,
for
on a fire for the
the
Blue
Streaks, who
Streaks have
never trailed in
set up two Friday."
the neKt two
potential
match-ups
Katy Perrone games, soundly
taking
both
with
the
game two and
conference's
best teams, Capital and Ohio three 15-9.
But the Streaks were deterNorthern. Both teams handed
John Carroll (24-10, 7-2 OAC) their mined to make game four interonly conference defeats this sea- estmg, keeping it close.
With the score knotted at 11,
son. But getting to this point
the Streaks, behind the strong and
wasn't easy.
Despite going up l3-8 in game consistent play of junior Katy
one to the Student Princes, the Perrone, rattled off four points to

Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

"We want revenge
against Capital.
excited

them

win the game 15-11. The victory
set up a rematch against Capital
on Friday.
Weitbrechr said she was
pleased with what she saw from
her team.
"Katy Perrone had another out
standing game,' sa1d Weitbrecht,
of her captain. "We played with a
little moreemotion,seuing up the
match that we wanted."
Perrone echoed Weitbrecht's
feelings abour playing the Crusaders in Ada, Ohio, on Friday.
"WewantrevengeagainstCapital," said Perrone. "We'll be fired
up and excned for them on Friday."
This is the fif rh consecutive appearance for the Blue Streaks in
the OAC Tournament.
Last year the Blue Streaks advanced to the finals , only to be
knocked out by the Polar Bears of
Ohio Northern, whocould bejohn
Carroll's opponent in the finals
again this year. The winner of the
tournament should receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Playoffs.
JCU advanced to the tourney's
'Elite Eight' in 1994.

Junior outside-hitter Nikki Hewald reaches full extension.

Football finishes knotted at seven, despite dominating the Muskies
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

They say a tie is like kissing
your sister, and the john Carroll
football team has already planted
two wet ones this season.
However, the difference between last Saturday's 7-7 tie with
Muskingum and the earlier 21-21
tie with Mari etta was that J CU

ATTENTION JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!!!

SPORTS

completely dominated the
Muskies everywhere other than
the scoreboard.
ln total yards, the Blue Streaks
outgained Muskingum 340-55.
The Streaks had 17 first downs to
siK for the Muskies. john Carroll
rushed for 127 yards while
Muskingum had m in us-one.
The difference in thisgamewas
a John Carroll offense which
turned the batloverfivetimesand

misfired several times deep in
Muskingum territory.
"We had the opportunities, and
we didn't capitalize," Coach Tony
DeCarlo said. "You have to give
them [Muskingum] a lot of credit.
They're an aggressive team, and
they created turnovers, which
they've been doing all year long."
Turnovers aside John Carroll
still had a final chance to win it.
After the defense stifled a Musky
drive with 48 seconds left, JCU
took over at their own 34. Redshirt freshman quarterback Nick
Caserio led the offense to the
Muskingum 24 yard line, where
senior place-kicker jason
Goldberg lined up for a 41-yard
field goal attempt.
Last year, Gold berg was near! y
flawless, hitting12 of 16 attempts,

en route to All-American status
and a spot on the All-OAC first
team.
This season, though, has been a
nightmare, as Gold berg has hit on
just 4 of 12 field goal attempts.
His 41-yard attempt missed,
bouncing off the left upright.
"I'm sick of missing, and everyone else IS s1ck of me missing,"
Goldberg said. "But It happened.
It's done with. We're going to win
big in the next two games."
Goldberg pointed to his miss of a
potential gamewinning kick
against Marietta as perhaps the
cause of his recent problems.
"That was a big kick , and I
missed it," Goldberg said, "Maybe

that's been left in my mind."
But Goldberg wasn't alone in
his generosity towards the
Muskies. Caseriocompleted 19of
34 passes for 213 yards and a
touchdown. However, he also
tossed a career high four interceptions, including one that was returned 45 yards for Muskingum's
lone score of the a me.
"'t's frusuattng.• Caserio safd
"The defense played their hearts
out. Tocomeawaywith a tie is not
fair to them."
The defense was led again by
junior linebacker Chris Anderson
who racked up17tackles. He leads
the team with 113 on the season.
"The defense played a heck of

ball game," DeCarlo said. "They
kept us in there, and actually, they
had a shutout. We just need to go
back to the chalkboard and get to
the next one."
The next one comes this week
at lliram,a teamJohnCarroll beat
last year 17-0. The Terriers are improved ( 4-4 in theOAC right now,
3 6 Ia 1 season bu1 still run the
same low-rislc, low-score olknie.
Hiram last beat the Streaks in 1987,
26-3. Still,Casenosaystheoffense
needs to get its act together.
"The defense has done its job
all year," Caserio said of JCU's defense. "We[theoffense]have to pick
up our end of it and produce a
little more."
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You need: Money, Extra money, A future.
We Provide: Great pay, Cash bonuses, Career opportunity,
Close to campus, The flexible schedule you need .

Join Us On Tuesday, November 7, 3:00 to 7:00pm.

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY OPEN HOUSE
Call 595-4100 for more information and directions.

15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sunday
20% discount on all food to all Carroll
students,
faculty, and staff except specials

Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint

Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and
dinner specials
kitchen closes at II p_m.
free parking at rear of the building

MBNA Marketing Systems is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 1995 MBNA America Bank, N .A.

321-9356
Located in cedar Center
13962 Cedar Road

Soccer

Amy Fenske
Cross Country

The junior on the men's
soccer team was named
Ohio Athletic Conference
Player of the Week twice this
season. Brosnahan finished
the season ranked third in
the OAC with 1.72 points
per game, scoring I 2 goals
and tallying nine assists for 3 I
points.

The junior on the women's
cross country team captured
second at the Ohio Athletic
Conference Championships
at Otterbein. Fenske, who
crossed the finish line at the
19: I I mark. recorded the
highest finish ever by a John
Carroll runner at the OAC
meet

Brady Brosnahan
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Men's soccer home unbeaten streak halted in tourney
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

The men's soccer team, looking
to ad vance to their fourth consec utiveOhioAth leric Conference title
game, came up short as the Heidelberg Student Princes defeated
them 4-3 in penalty kicks.
The Streaks, having won their
fourth regular season conference
title in five years, did not come out
asaggressivelyas theywould have
hked, said sophomore goaltender
Grant Mast.
"We weren't playing our best,
and we didn't finish," Mast said.
"We didn't deserve to win the way
we played. We were upset With
that, but we have to move on."
Along with the season ending
defeat, the Streaks' 42 game home

unbeaten streak also came to an
end.
Although the Streaks played
sloppily in the first half, they
dominated the second half of play
and each 15 minute overtime period, junior forward Brady
Brosnahan said
"In the second half, we played
real well, but the chances we had
we did not capitalize on,"
Brosnahan said. "Everything was
at stake, but we just didn't pull
through."
lf the game IS still scoreless at
the end of overtime in the regular
season, the game ends as a tie, but
in playoff games,penaltykicksare
used to decide the winner.
After Heidelberg's first shot
bounced off the post, Brosnahan

To All Women GoHers:

scored The Student Pnnces made
their next two shots, as didJCU's
jumormidfielder Adrian Del Busso
and senior stopper John Jurcev ic.
Heidelberg made their founhshor,
but senior jozsi jalics' shot caromed off the post. Heidelberg
made their fourth shot, giving
them a 4-3lead,and freshman forwardjon Bowman'sshotwassaved
by the Heidelberg goalie, giving
the Student Princes a 4-3 win.
"Onceitgetsinto penalty kicks,
it's anybody's game," said Coach
Ali Kazemaini. "I think the team
came out a little flat, and we were
getting a little discouraged las the
game progressed]."
Although thegametechnically
goes down as a tie, the Streaks lost
a shot at the NCAA Division-III

"Ihis is a team that plays 12 of
Its 17 games on the road every year
because no one wants to play on
artificial turf," Kazemaini said. "I
am disappointed for the guys because this school has always been
looked upon as a school that does
not care about its soccer program .
We play on artificial turf, which
shows no commitment to the soccer program, and that gives our
program a bad rep."
Kazemaini said that this is one
of the most talented teams he has
ever coached.
"Overall, this team has a little
more talent, than the '93 team 1173]," Kazemaini said. "This team is
quieter, but at every position, the
guys know their roles and they
play better collectively."

Fenske places second at CC OACs
Men don't fare as well, Van Dress finishes 30th

Any female interested in forming

Michael Ziccardi

a women's golf club should
attend a meeting with John
DiCillo on Tuesday, November 7,
at 4 p.m. in the Blue/Gold Room.

If someone would have told junior A my Fenske the irony of events
brewing on the morning of the
year's biggest race, there is no way
she would have thought that she
would capture second place at the
Ohio Athletic Conference Championships.
"When l woke up in the morning[Saturday], I had the worst sore
throat," said Fenske. "I was already
extremely nervous because it was
the OAC meet, and when I got a
late start, Ijust did not know what
was going to happen."
What happened was that
Fenske dazzled the field by finish-

Do you like sports? Do you like to write?
join the Sports staff, and get a dose of
both at the same time.
Contact Mike or jon at the CN_

Tournament Ohio Athletic Conference Tournament ChampiOn
Hiram received an invitation instead.
jalics sa1d that knowing what
was at stake did not change the
way the Streaks approached the
game.
"We knew we had to beat them
if we wanted to make it to the
[NCAA] Tournament," jalics said.
"We were confident that we would
make it to the OAC Championship game, but we were still focused on the game."
For the Blue Streaks to make
the jump to the next level of competition , Kazemaini said, the University would have to switch to a
grass field, a move Kazemaini has
pushed for four years.

Sports Editor

ingin 19:11 and capturing the highest finish by a women'scrosscountry runner in john Carroll
University's history.
The rest of the women's team
also did well, with eight runners
recording personal bests, running
Carroll to a fourth place finish .
"Our objective was to be competitiveand run our best," claimed
Coachjewett. "I thought we did an
excellent job, and the girls represented themselves very well."
Senior Tish Kanaga crossed the
finish linenextforthe Blue Streaks,
placing 14th with a time of 20:09.
Carroll's men's cross country
team did not fare as well. They
finished last out of seven teams.

Freshmanjames Van Dress was
Carroll's top runner for the seventh time this season, but it just
wasn'tquiteenough to get the Blue
Streaks out of last place.
"1 matched my personal best,"
said Van Dress. "But as a team, we
just did not perform as well as we
wanted."
The com petition in the OAC is
extremely tough this season, with
two of the teams [Otterbein and
Mount Union] ranking in the top
12 in Division lll.
"Weare running well a sa pack,"
said men's Coach Don Stupica.
"But against the rough competition that we have to face, it just is
not good enough."

Find Out Why So Many
AtBN~
Students Call Us For Jobs.
I /
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Volleyball conquers OAC first-round
Next opponent the #2 seed, Capital, in Conference tourney
Randy Loeser

Streaks could not put Heidelberg
away,allowingthem toscoreeight
The John Carroll volleyball of the next nine poims, dropping
team is gerti ng everything it wants game one, 16-14
"We were playing not to lose,"
this week, if potentially playing
the two top teams in the confer- said Weitbrecht, who improved
her record in the OAC Tournaence is geuing everything.
With its first-round win over ment to 5-3. "l think we had a lot
of jitters and
Heidelberg
nerves. We have
in
the
had a tendency
quarterfmals "We want revenge
of hoping that
of the Ohio
other teams will
Athletic against Capital.
make mistakes."
Conference
Game one
Tournament We'll be fired up and
seemed to light
on Tuesday,
the
Blue excited for them on a fire for the
Streaks, who
Streaks have
never trailed in
set up two Friday."
the next two
potential
match-ups
Katy Perrone games, soundly
taking
both
with
the
game two and
conference's
best teams, Capital and Ohio three 15-9.
But the Streaks were deterNorthern. Both teams hand ed
John Carroll (24-10, 7-20AC) their mined to make game four interonly conference defeats this sea- estmg, keeping it close.
With the score knotted at 11,
son. But getting to this point
the Streaks, behind the strong and
wasn't easy.
Despite going up 13-8 in game consistent play of junior Ka:y
one to the Student Princes, the Perrone, rattled off four points to
Staff Reporter

win the game IS 11. The victory
set up a rematch against Capital
on Friday.
Weitbrecht said she was
pleased with what she saw from
her team.
"Katy Perrone had anorheroutstanding game,' said Weitbrecht,
of her captain. "We played with a
linle moreemonon,seumg up the
march that we wanted"
Perrone echoed Weitbrecht's
feel ings about playing the Crusaders 1n Ada, Ohio, on Friday
"WewantrevengeagainstCapital," said Perrone. "We'll be fired
up and excited for them on Friday."
This is thefif thconsecutiveappearance for the Blue Streaks in
the OAC Tournament.
Last year the Blue Streaks advanced to the finals, only to be
knocked out by the Polar Bears of
Ohio Northern, who could bejohn
Carroll's opponent in the finals
again this year. The winner of the
tournament should receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Playoffs.
JCU advanced to the tourney's
'Elite Eight' in 1994.

Junior outside-hitter Nikki Hewald reaches full extension_

Football finishes knotted at seven, despite dominating the Muskies
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

They say a tie is like kissing
your sister, and the John Carroll
football team has already planted
two wet ones this season.
However, the d ifference between last Saturday's 7-7 tie with
Muskingum and the earlier 21-21
tie with Marietta was that JCU

ATTENTION JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!!!

SPORTS

completely dominated the
Muskies everywhere other than
the scoreboard.
[n tota I yards, the BI ue Streaks
outgained Muskingum 340-55.
The Streaks had 17 first downs to
six for the Muskies. john Carroll
rushed for 127 yards while
Muskingum had minus-one.
Thedifference in this game was
a john Carroll offense which
turned the ball over fivetimesand

misfired several times deep in
Muskingum territory.
"We had the opportunities, and
we didn't capitalize," Coach Tony
DeCarlo said. "You have to give
them [Muskingum] a lot of credit.
They're an aggressive team, and
they created turnovers, which
they've been doing a II year long."
Turnovers aside John Carroll
still had a final chance to win it
After the defense stifled a Musky
drive with 48 seconds left, JCU
took over at their own 34. Redshirt freshman quarterback Nick
Caserio led the offense to the
Muskingum 24 yard line, where
senior place-kicker jason
Goldberg lined up for a 41-yard
field goa I attempt.
Last year, Gold berg was nearly
flawless, hitting 12 of 16attempts,

en route to All-American status that's been left in my mind."
and a spot on the Ali-OAC first
But Goldberg wasn't alone in
team.
his generosity towards the
This season, though, has been a Muskies. Case rio completed 19 of
nightmare, as Gold berg has hit on 34 passes for 213 yards and a
just 4 of 12 field goal attempts. touchdown. However, he also
His 41-yard attempt missed, tossed a career high four intercepbouncing off the left upright.
tions, including one that was re"l'm sick of missing, and every- turned 45 yards for Muskingum's
one else is sick of me m1ssin ," lone score of the ame.
Goldberg said. "But ft happeDed.
"'t's frustrattng.• Cuerlo safd.
It's done with. We're going to win "The defense played their hearts
big in the next two games." out. To come away with a tie is not
Goldberg pointed to his miss of a fair to them."
potential gamewinning kick
The defense was led again by
against Marietta as perhaps the junior linebacker Chris Anderson
cause of his recent problems.
who racked upl7tackles. He leads
"That was a big kick, and I the team with 113 on the season.
"The defense played a heck of
missed it," Goldberg said, "Maybe

ball game," DeCarlo said. "They
kept us in there, and actually, they
had a shutout. We just need to go
back to the chalkboard and get to
the next one."
The nexr one comes th1s week
at Hiram,a team john arroll beat
last year 17-0. TheTerricrsareimprovcd( 4-4 in theOACright now,
3 6 last season) but still run the

same low-risk, low score~
Hiram last bear the Streaks in 1987,
26-3. Stili,Caseriosaystheoffense
needs to get its act together.
"The defense has done its job
all year," Caserio said of JCU's defense."We[theoffense]havetopick
up our end of it and produce a
little more."

MARKETING
SYSTEMS

MBNA And The College Student.

The Perfect Working Relationship.

\I__-_.,..
_....
.._

......

...
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You need: Money, Extra money, A future.
We Provide: Great pay, Cash bonuses, Career opportunity,
Close to campus, The flexible schedule you need .

Join Us On Tuesday, November 7, 3:00 to 7:00pm.

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY OPEN HOUSE
Call 595-4100 for more information and directions.

15 cent wtngs Wednesdays and Sunday
20% discount on all food to all Carroll
students,
faculty, and staff except specials

Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint

Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and
dinner specials
kitchen closes at 11 p_m.
free parking at rear of the building

MBNA Marketing Systems is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 1995 MBNA America Bank, N.A.

321-9356
Located in cedar Center
13962 Cedar Road

Amy Fenske
Cross Country

The junior on the men's
soccer team was named
Ohio Athletic Conference
Player of the Week twice this
season. Brosnahan finished
the season ranked third in
the OAC with I .72 points
per game, scoring I 2 goals
and tallying n1ne assists for 31
points.

The junior on the women's
cross country team captured
second at the Ohio Athletic
Conference Champ1onships
at Otterbein. Fenske, who
crossed the finish line at the
19: I I mark. recorded the
highest finish ever by a john
Carroll runner at the OAC
meet
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letters to the editor

Alcohol Consumed

"Unawareness"
Week, did it

Junior speaks of '11beratlon of the mind"

pass you by?
Last week, in case you are unaware, was Alcohol Awareness Week here atjCU. In contrast to
past years, (when Alcohol Awareness Week was
deemed "preachy"), the purpose of this year's
event was to help students become aware that
there is more to life than just drinking and living
for the weekends. Essentially, students have alternative options to the drinking scene; they just
need to be made more aware of this. Through the
Home
activities that took place last week, those stuAlcohol
Coming
dents who participated hopefully learned this
JG95
Awareness
in a predominantly positive, and even fun way.
Week
The most striking problem last week was that
the number of students who participated was a little on the low side.
TheCarrollNews
The week was jam-packed with activities, thanks to Alcohol Awareness Week Coordinator Mary jude Detesco and other
sponsors, including Student Activities, University Counseling and Health Services, Residence Hall Association and Greek I I
Council. The entire project was well-organized and planned out, and did achieve its goal of providing activities
~
throughout the week to show students the possibility of fun activities not involving alcohol.
Activities included speakers such as Jim Joyner,a representative of a local alcohol service agency, and two students who =~~1 11 k
shared personal stories, a luminarias service, the extremely popular "Smart Bar," and a sundae party for all students who =~-~~cchlo
pledged to be alcohol free for the week. Other events also took place during the week such as the mini- "Field of Dreams" Mary Ann Flannery,
in the Wolf and Pot to watch the Indians play in the World Series, and "Coffee-Shop" night (also in the Wolf and Pot) on ~
Friday, which provided students with alternatives to getting drunk while watching the Tribe or taking a study break.
~-stephenson.
But, as seems to be the problem with too many activities on this campus, student participation was lacking yet again. flhotogr"djiTyMvisor
Alcohol Awareness Week was different this year, but you wouldn't notice if you weren't there. True, even if only a few :.!~=k~er
students benefited from the program, it could be considered a suc_cess.Activities.suchas the "SID art Bar" and.::."J~aa.ccooC~~~Hf-.tCIIriiiiiii1 •~Une--~~ynq_.____.~
Night ar]CU" had the largest turn outs, but that is probably due to the circumstances surrounding each. The "Smart Bar," ~~wholley
set up in the Atrium, had an ideal location to involve students, and, this is Cleveland, and that was the World Series, so of =:.Gci:~~O:~
course, that activity drew a large crowd.
~~~~
It's hard to say what can be done to improve student participation in the future, but that is the key to the success of events ::_"!~~~~~c
like these. last week's program should be praised for changing its ways- it can no longer be deemed as "preachy." let's =~
just hope that some ideas might surface as to how to encourage better participation next year. Students have other options. ~ ~t
Drinking is not the only thing todoon the weekends. People simply need to open themselves up to the opportunities being ~~e:i!~'1
1
offered to them.look around. Notice the signs hanging up advertising the activities going on, and take advantage of them...
ztccarol
Krlaten Schneid fer
if
· you d o, you just mig h tend up enjoying yourself , wit h out regretting itt h e next d ay.
Edttortat
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HITS & m is s e s

Alex Clarke

m I s s: The Indians losing the World Series. HIT: They'll be back next year. Spring training starts in just
a few months! HIT: Everyone (who showed up) winning a prize in the Alcohol Awareness Week raffle.
m I s s: The new cup holders in the dining hall... they seem to cause people to drop cups everywhere, and
all of the cups stay wet. m I s s (lng): Heat... in most of the dorms over the weekend. HIT: The new menu
boards at the entrance to the dining hall. m I s s: The lack of working copy machines in the library, and the
long lines for the ones that do. HIT: The Halloween dinner in the dining hall. m I s s: ''Falling back"-- no more
daylight savings time. mIss: Too many skunks roaming around campus: beware!

PhotograJ:hy

commentary:

Gra~cs

Steaay Zoler

Dan Rich
Dau& Sko&lln

Bring back the excitement, they'll provide the action

I come from Canton, OH. a city that has the
football Hall Of Fame as well as the biggest high
school football rivalry in the l.Klited States
(Massillon Washington
vs. Canton McKinley).
But football is not the
only sport that is highly
supported. Not a
weekerd goes by in the
winter that the Canton
Field House is not filled
to capacity (4500) to
watch the Canton
McKinley Bulldogs play
basketball. I personally,
did not attend Canton
McKinley, but at my high
~;.;.;;;.------l school, Massillon Perry,
we drew over 1000 fans
on April12, 1994 to watch the first ever night
baseball gcwne at Perry.
I a-n sure many of us at Carroll will agree
that it is a very unique and exciting experience
to participate in a sporting event where the

stadium or gymnasium is filled to capacity. I
guess the problem that I have is wtly do we here
at JCU show such a lack of support for the
sporting events.
First of all, I want to clarify a few things.
SUre, I understand that Carroll is a Division Ill
school, and the entire student body consists of
only 3800 students. And yes, I can appreciate
the fact that many of us, if not all of us, can
become a little overwhelmed with not only
school work but with many other extra curricular
activities. My problem arises when on September 30, 1995 the biggest collegiate football
game in Division Ill for the entire nation took
place, we could only accumulate approximate ly
100 students to travel an hour to Alliance to
support JCU.
The fact that Carrolll1as many outstanding
programs is an even greater reason wtly we all
should be much more supportive. I would even
concede to the fact that if Carroll was being
dominated throughout the Ohio Athletic Conference. that it would be justified that very few
students attend many of the events.

But this is hardly the scenario. The mens'
soccer team won the OAC regular-season crown.
and took a 42 game-unbeaten streak while playing
at Wasmer Field. They unfortunately lost in a
dramatic 4-3 shoot-out, but of course you knew
that, right?
Last season the womens' volleyball team went
to the NCAA toumament and qualified into the "Elite
Eight" wtlich was the farthest any volleyball team
has ever gone in the history of the JCU program. On
Oct.17,1995, Mount Union's womens volleyball
team came to town battle the Blue Streaks for the
honor to remain top in the OAC. Pitifully, the lone
support came from one of the players' mother who
chanted J-C-U in the comer of the gym. The Blue
Streaks went on to win the match in 5 games, but
of course you saw all that, right?
I feel it is extremely poor that we do not have
the audacity to support our fellow athletes and
friends. Only you the student body can bring
excitement back to the athletic programs, because
I can promise that Carroll's athletic programs are
going to continue to give us something to get
excited about.

its support of the Indians' mascot, Chief Wahoo, is not offices: Senior Career Services and the Office of Cooperaharmless, but instead a form of racism. Indeed it is, espe- tive Education and Internships. Myoffrce facilitates career
cially when the American Indian community has voiced development by assisting undergraduate students in find·
its displeasure over this so-called chief whose name rhymes ing part·time and temporary work experiences related to
with Yahoo, which according to The Merriam- Webster their career goals. Last year 623 students participated in
Dictionary is a "race of brutes having the form of men in new work experiences secured through this office. Like
Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels."
Senior Career Services, we offer a variety of services to
Girardot mentions that Clevelanders have grown up accomplish this goal One of these is the on-campus interwith Chief Wahoo tradition and it is not meant to be view program for junior accounting students serving in a
offensive. But we must recognize that this tradition is in full -time internship during tax season. This program, offact harmful to members of our community: And tradi- fered in cooperation with the Department of Accountancy,
tionsdochange! After alljCU tradition untill968 was that is unique in that there is a specific and finite period of time
its student body was all-male, and Afrikaners grew up in which employers have great need of temporary help.
with a tradition of apartheid which all too recently has The depanment of accountancy has arranged its classes so
come toanend,at least officially: Who would have thought that students can intern during spnng semester and still
that Nelson Mandel a would be president of South Africa? graduate in four years. Last year,23students were placed in
Perhaps jacobs' statement that the logo would stay as long internships through this program. That's 23 out of 623
as he was owner of the team could also change. After all, students! The other 600 students were placed the old fash
Cleveland has a thriving ethnic community, an African- ioned way, through advising sessions during which we
American mayorandgreat bagels. It is time to celebrate our work with each student individual! yto help construct and
ethnic diversity rather than todenigrateAmerican Indians actualize his or her career goals
Like our colleagues in Senior Career Services, our only
as symbolized by Chief Wahoo.
desire is to assist allJCU students in their efforts to achieve
a satisfying career. last year we had over 2,000 jobs hsted
Verghese Chirayath
University Ombudsman for Racial Harassment
with our office, the vast majority of which did not specify
a major as a job requiremenc. We constantly work to dePurposes and activities of Student Career velop contacts in career fields where there is not acontmuous demand for part-time or temporary employees.
Development clarified
The biggest challenge faced by my office is to get the
l read with interest and no small amount of surprise word out to students of the many, many opportunities we
James Auricchio'scommentary in the0ct.l9 edition of the offer. That is why such articles as this are so harmful I
CN, in which he incorrectly identified me as "t he lady at would hate to think that even one student missed out on a
the co-op seminar for seniors." He went on to state that this job opportunity because he or she believed weassistedonly
"lady," while encouraging all seniors to register with senior accounting students.
services, was really saying that "Anyone not majoring in
accounting, good luck and god bless." First of all, as Direc· L Dumont Owen, Ph.D.
tor of Copperative Education and Internships, 1can assure Director Cooperative Education and Internships
you that my office does not and has not offered a co-op
seminarforseniors. lcanonly assume that he was referring
Tht• Carroll Nci\-S wclcoml'..., lcttC'Is to the editor. i.l!'> tl '"' our \hl~ nl
to the senior orientations conducted by Senior Career Serknowmg wlhrt you IHw or di.,lik~· .-bout tlw CN. tlw C<lmpu~ (H hit: 111
g~~n~·r,JI Wt.• l('tjuttc that lt·ttcrs he ~uhnuth·d h) noon Mnnd,l} rn tlw
vices. I was not present at these orientations, nor was any
CNnffiCt!. to he ell,.:thlc for publica1ion. letters c.m .ll .. o ht• '>lllmuttt·tl
member of my staff. Since I have been brought into this
Yiil t!·m,lil toCNLETTERS jcva~il.JCll.(.'du. LL't1N~ wllfh•~ .IHt-'jlh•d .tltt''
noon on Mondil., onl~ if there ts .uldittonal sp.IU' ,l'i.lll.dJh:. Wert ~., ,,,~, ,
discussion, however, perhaps I can provide some clarificathe ur;ht to t!dit letter<;. for clouity or ~pace cort<,Uierat•mh.lt:tli:n. mu..,t
tion.
be s.igncd and ilccompanied b~ your phone number.
The Student Career Development Center houses two

Jeremy Batchelor's letter has aroused quite a bit of disagreement with me. As a white male here at JCU, my
beliefs inequality arequitestrongand I recognize racism as
a part of our community. But,toridourselvesof this social
disease, we must liberate our minds and avoid separation.
As a people, I agree we should be proud of our heritage
as well as our communities. Bm should that pride be
carried so far as lO break away from society? How far
should our pride go?
Yes, the disgusting history of America has locked
minorites in sectors of society and revolution is understandable. But why revolt with bruteforce instead of li berating the mind? l know that it is not easy to liberate the
mind, but mind power is our key to open our closed doors.
This is whyFarrakhan is frowned upon. Is there liberation
in the separation of races? l know that such separation
existed in the past, but we are developing our minds in this
modern world . We must bring our social relations together.
It is these leaders and their movements that keep us
separated. Though they might have a good intention, their
strategies have notal ways been successful. There were true
leaders such as Martin Luther King,Jr. and Malcolm X, but
today we find anti-liberalists who pervert the words of
these leaders.
My point is not that all white people are not racist (that
is impossible to claim). But, with education and attempted
understanding, we cangi ve future generations the equality
they deserve.
.
In your letter you cried for respect, understanding and
liberation, but how can such ideas be developed if we join
these "groups" that keep us separated? Our blood is red and
our minds have the ability to reason and understand; we are
the same people. This is the first step to comprehending
equality and our potential to be pure human beings.
jonathan Michael
Class of 1997

Director says traditions can change
I commend Gina Girardot for br inging to our attention
in the Oct. 26 issue of the CN that Cleveland's show of
support for the Cleveland baseball team notwithstanding,
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The Carroll News Is pubUShldweeklyelJfln&eadl
semester by the stu·
dents of JOhnCarrolllili·
verslty. Opinions expressed In the editorials
and cartoons are those
of Tile Carroll News edl·
torlal board and do not
necessarily reflect the
opinions of the JCU ad·
ministration, faculty. or
students, Signed material andcomiesaresolely
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Home subscriptions of
the CNfor one semester
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letters to the editor

Alcohol Consumed

"Unawareness"
Week, did it
pass you by?

Junior speaks of '11beratlon of the mind"

Last week, in case you are unaware, was Alcohol Awareness Week here atjCU. In contrast to
past years, (when Alcohol Awareness Week was
deemed "preachy"), the purpose of this year's
event was to help students become aware that
there is more to life than justdrinkingand living
for the weekends. Essentially, students have altemativeoptionstothedrinkingscene; theyjust
need to be mademoreawareof this. Through the
Home
activities that took place last week, those stuAlcohol
Coming
dents who participated hopefully learned this
JG95
Awareness
in a predominantly positive, and even fun way.
Week
The most striking problem last week was that
the number of students who participated was a little on the low side.
TheCarrollNews
The week was jam -packed with activities, thanks to Alcohol Awareness Week Coordinator MaryJude Detesco and other
sponsors, including Student Activities, University Counseling and Health Services, Residence Hall Association and Greek
Council. The entire project was well-organized and planned out, and did achieve its goal of providing activities
throughout the week to show students the possibility of fun activities not involving alcohol.
Mellooa A. Tllk
Activities included speakers such as Jim Joyner, a representative of a local alcohol service agency, and two students who Editor.fl-Olief
James Q. Aurlcchlo
shared personal stories, a luminarias service, the extremely popular "Smart Bar," and a sundae party for all students who Minlglf'«
Ellltor
pledged to be alcohol free for the week. Other events also took place during the week such as the mini- "Field of Dreams" Mary""" Fl...,.ry,
in the Wolf and Pot to watch the Indians play in the World Series, and "Coffee-Shop" night (also in the Wolf and Pot) on ~
Friday, which provided students with alternatives to getting drunk while watching the Tribe or taking a study break.
::._-.;_stepllenoon.
But, as seems to be the problem with too many activities on this campus, student participation was lacking yet again. Rlotograi1>fAcMsor
Alcohol Awareness Week was different this year, but you wouldn't notice if you weren't there. True, even if only a few ~~=k~er
students bene£ ited from the program, it could be considered a success. activities such..asthe ':smart.BaL" and.:j.ac~;)b;i-fieki~-4Chrii;;i1 "t;.;1na~Hy,;;;ne;.a----~
Nighr atjCU" had the largest turn outs, but that is probably due to the circumstances surrounding each. The "Smart Bar," ::,~wooney
set up in the Atrium, had an ideal location to involve students, and, this is Cleveland, and that was the World Series, so of :=eGb'::;t.,:~
course, that activity drew a large crowd.
~~~
It's hard to say what can be done to improve student participation in the future, but that is the key to the success of events =.;':~':~~~.
like these. Last week's program should be praised for changing its ways- it can no longer be deemed as "preachy." Let's =~
just hope that some ideas might surface as to how to encourage better participation next year. Students have other options. :;:, ~t
Drinking is not the only thing to do on the weekends. People simply need to open themselves up to the opportunities being ~~~t
offered to them. Look around. Notice the signs hanging up advertising the activities going on, and take advantage of them... ~":· 1 zlccerdl
Krloten Scmeldler
i f you d o, you just mig h tend up enjoying yourself , wit h out regretting itt h e next d ay.
Editorial
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HITS & m is s e s

GraJtllcs
Steooy Zeler

stadium or gymnasium is filled to capacity. I
guess the problem that I have is why do we here
at JCU show such a lack of support for the
sporting events.
First of all, I want to clarify a few things.
Sure, I understand that Carroll is a Division Ill
school, and the entire student body consists of
only 3800 students. And yes, I can appreciate
the fact that many of us, if not all of us, can
become a little overwhelmed with not only
school work but with many other extra curricular
activities. My problem arises when on Sept em·
ber 30, 1995 the biggest collegiate football
game in Division Ill for the entire nation took
place, we could only accumulate approximately
100 students to travel an hour to Alliance to
support JCU.
The fact that Carroll has many outstanding
programs is an even greater reason why we all
should be much more supportive. I would even
concede to the fact that if Carroll was being
dominated throughout the Ohio Athletic Conference, that it would be justified that very few
students attend many of the events.

Verghese Chirayath
University Ombudsman for Racial Harassment

Purposes and activities of Student Career
Development clarified
I read with interest and no small amount of surprise
james Auricchio'scommentaryin the0ct.l9 edition of the
CN , in which he incorrectly identified me as "the lady at
the co-op seminar for seniors." He went on to state that this
"lady," while encouraging all seniors to register with senior
services, was really saying that "Anyone not majoring in
accounting, good luck and god bless." First of all,as Director of Copperative Education and Internships, I can assure
you that my office does not and has not offered a co-op
seminar for seniors. lcanonlyassume that he was referring
to the senior orientations conducted by Senior Career Services. I was not present at these orientations, nor was any
member of my staff. Since I have been brought into this
discussion, however, perhaps I can provide some clarification.
The Student Career Development Center houses two

jonathan Michael
Class of 1997

Director says traditions can change
I commend Gina Girardot for bringing to our attention
in the Oct. 26 issue of the CN that Cleveland's show of
support for the Cleveland baseball team notwithstanding,
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Bring back the excitement, they'll provide the action

I come from Canton. OH, a city that has the
football Hall Of Fame as well as the biggest high
school football rivalry in the Ulited States
(Massillon Washington
vs. Canton McKinley).
But football is not the
only sport that is highly
supported. Not a
weekerd goes by in the
winter that the Canton
Field House is not filled
to capacity (4500) to
watch the Canton
McKinley Bulldogs play
basketball. I personally,
Michael Ziccardi
did not attend Canton
Sports Emtor
McKinley, but at my high
~;...,;.;;._ _ _ ___. school, Massillon Perry,
we drew over 1000 fans
on April12.1994 to watch the first ever night
baseball game at Perry.
I em sure many of us at Carroll will agree
that it is a very unique and exciting experience
to participate in a sporting event where the

jeremy Batchelor's letter has aroused quite a bit of disagreement with me. As a white male here at jCU. my
beliefs inequalityarequnestrongand I recognize racism as
a parr of our community. But, to rid ourselves of this social
disease, we must liberate our minds and avoid separation.
As a people, I agree we should be proud of our heritage
as well as our communities. But should that pride be
carried so far as to break away from society? How far
should our pride go?
Yes, t he disgusting history of America ha s locked
minorites in sectors of society and revolution is understandable. But why revolt with brute force instead of liberating the mind? I know that it is not easy to liberate the
mind, but mind power is our key to open our closed doors.
This is why Farrakhan is frowned upon. Is there liberation
in the separation of races? I know that such separation
existed in the past, but we are developing our minds in this
modern world. We must bring our social relations together.
It is these leaders and their movements that keep us
separated. Though they might have a good intention, their
strategies have notal ways been success[ ul. There were true
leaders such as Martin LutherKing,jr. and Malcolm X, bur
today we find anti-liberalists who pervert the words of
these leaders.
My point is not that all white people are not racist (that
is impossible to claim). But, with education and attempted
understanding, wecangi ve future generations the equality
they deserve.
.
In your letter you cried for respect, understanding and
liberation, but how can such ideas be developed if we join
these "groups" that keep us separated? Our blood is red and
our minds have the ability to reason and understand; we are
the same people. This is the first step to comprehending
equality and our potential to be pure human beings.

offices: Senior Career Services and the Office of Cooperative Education and Internships. My office facilitatescareer
development by assisting undergraduate students in find ing part-time and temporary work experiences related to
their career goals. Last year 623 students participated in
new work experiences secured through this office. Like
Senior Career Services, we offer a variety of services to
accomplish this goal. One of these is the on-campus inter
view program for jumor accounting students serving in a
full-time internship during tax season. This progra m, offered in cooperation with the Department of Accountancy,
is unique in that there is a specific and finite period of time
in which employers have great need of temporary help.
The department of accountancy has arranged Its classes so
that studenrs can intern during spring semester and still
graduate in four years. Last year, 23students were placed in
internships through this program. That's 23 out of 623
students! The other 600students were placed the old fashioned way, through advising sessions during which we
work with each studem individually to help construct and
actualize his or her career goals.
Like our colleagues in Senior Career Services, our only
desire is to assist alljCU students in their efforts to achieve
a satisfying career. Last year we had over 2,000 jobs hsred
with our office, the vast majority of which did not specify
a major as a job requirement. We constantly work to develop contacts in career fields where there is not a continuous demand for part-time or temporary employees.
The biggest challenge faced by my office is to get the
word out to students of the many, manyopportunines we
offer. That is why such articles as this are so harmful I
would hate to think that even one student missed out on a
job opportumty because he or she believed we assisted only
accounting students.
L. Dumont Owen, Ph.D.
Director Cooperative Education and Internships
rhe Carrofl Nt'l'-:. ~\dconw-. letters to the editor. a~ tt •~ our w.:t\ nf
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m I s s: The Indians losing the World Series. HIT: They'll be back next year. Spring training starts in just
a few months! HIT: Everyone (who showed up) winning a prize in the Alcohol Awareness Week raffle.
m I s s: The new cup holders in the dining hall ... they seem to cause people to drop cups everywhere, and
all of the cups stay wet. m I s s (lng): Heat... in most of the dorms over the weekend. HIT: The new menu
boards at the entrance to the dining hall. m I s s: The lack of working copy machines in the library, and the
long lines for the ones that do. HIT: The Halloween dinner in the dining hall. m Is s:''Falling back"--nomore
daylight savings time. miss: Too many skunks roaming around campus: beware!

commentary:

its support of the Indians' mascot, Chief Wahoo, is not
harmless, but instead a form of racism. Indeed it is, especially when the American Indian community has voiced
itsdispleasureoverthisso-calledchiefwhosenamerhymes
with Yahoo, which according to The Merriam- Webster
Dictionary is a "race of brutes having the form of men in
jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels."
Girardot mentions that Clevelanders have grown up
with Chief Wahoo tradition and it is not meant to be
offensive. But we must recognize that this tradition is in
fact harmful to members of our community. And traditionsdochange! AfteraliJCUtradition untill968wasthat
its student body was all-male, and Afrikaners grew up
with a tradition of apartheid which all too recently has
come to an end, at least officially. Who would have thought
that Nelson Mandela would be president of South Africa?
Perhaps jacobs' statement that the logo would stay as long
as he was owner of the team could also change. After all,
Cleveland has a thriving ethnic community, an AfricanAmerican mayorandgreat bagels. It is time tocelebrateour
ethnicdiversity rather than todenigrateAmerican Indians
as symbolized by Chief Wahoo.

But this is hardly the scenario. The mens'
soccer team won the OAC regular-season crown.
and took a 42 game-unbeaten streak while playing
at Wasmer Field. They unfortunately lost in a
drcmatic 4-3 shoot-out, but of course you knew
that, nght?
Last season the womens' volleyball team went
to the NCAA tournament and qualified into the "Elite
Eight" which was the farthest any volleyball team
has ever gone in the history of the JCU program On
Oct.17, 1995, Mount Union's womens volleyball
team came to town battle the Blue Streaks for the
honor to remain top in the OAC. Pitifully, the lone
support came from one of the players' mother who
chanted J-C-U in the comer of the gym. The Blue
Streaks went on to win the match in 5 games, but
of course you saw all that, right?
I feel it is extremely poor that we do not have
the audacity to support our fellow athletes and
friends. Only you the student body can bring
excitement back to the athletic progrcms, because
I can promise that Carroll's athletic programs are
going to continue to give us something to get
excited about.

RlotogralilY
Jonathan Boyle

carrie Hennln&
Liz Whit..,...
Copy

Jolin a.rteto
........ D'Ancelo
AIIM>MeldenNIIer
S.. Strosnider
Ad Representatives

Tile Carroll News is PJI>Ushedweeldyei.w1ngeach
semester by the students of Jom Carrolllkll ·
varsity. Opinions expressed In the editorials
iWld cartoons are those
of Tile Carroll News edl·
torial board iWld do not
necessarily reflect the
opinions of the JCU ad·
ministration, faculty, or
students. Signed material a"ldcomlcs are solely
the view of the author.
Home subscriptions of
the CNforonesemester
can be Obtained for $10.
Please cootact the CN
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Babysitter needed: Tuesday
mornings for a 2 year old
daugter, close to campus.
$6.00 per hour. Please leave
message. 595-0220.

s

s

circuit boards/electronic
components at home.
Exerience unnecessary, will!
train. Immediate openings in
your local area. Call 1-520680-464 7 ext C. 1662

For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Located 2 miles
from school. Building Address
1414 South Belvoir Blvd. Includes: Appliances, Carpet.
Garage, Air. Can be furnished
$480- $600. 932-9215 or
291-8458. Please leave message.

For Sale: Zeos 60mhz
Pentium CPU with an 18inch
monitor. Tons of High power
graphics programs and software. Quad-Speed CD rom,
and speakers. $1900 Call
397-5424 for details.
Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and JaNon-smoking babysitter for maica from $299.00. Air, Ho21-month-old Thurs. or Fri. tel, Transfers, Parties, and
morning. Shaker. Must drive. more! Organize a small I group
References. 752-1982.
and earn a FREE trip plus
commissions! Call 1800Roornate Needed: Two bed- 822-0321.
room apartment spac ious
kitchen, dining, living, and sit- Babysltters wanted: Pepper
ting rooms. $460/month. Lo- Pike Area, 3 small children,
cated in Little Italy on Flexible hours, Car will be reMayfield. Leasors needed im- quired. 2 references needed.
mediately! Call Michelle or Jen 292-4665.
at 421-1242 anytime
Wanted: A Childsitter for our
"""Help Wanted: Men/Women two adorable boys. Ages 2
eam$480weeklyassembling and 4. Top Rates! Call 691-

i

1f

0341 for any information.
Babysitter Wanted. S. Euclid
Area, 4 Children. Monday thru
Friday. 2 p.m. to 4 pm. Salary Negotiable. Ask for Pam
381-4459
Houlihan's needs servers: If
you have a strong feel for the
basics in creating a pleasant,
up beat dining experience,
you belong with the
Houlihan's. We're a leader in
casual dining-and a fun,
friendly place to work Now,
we're looking for someone
whose smi les and service
will keep our customers coming back. Apply in person
Mon. thru Thurs. from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m.-24103 Chagrin
Blvd. Beachwood, OH 44122.
EOE
Needed: 2 Female roomates
needed to share a 3 bedroom
house. Close to J.C.U. $325+
·utilities. Call Anita at 3217310 for more information.
Music Industry Internship:

The Carroll News, November 2, 1995

i

e

National music Marketing/
Management
company
based in LA seeks Responslble, Outgoing music/marketing intern in Cleveland,
sophomore or above in college. Know your market well
adn be very into new, altemative music. Please call (213)

d

s

368-4378 for more info.
Hey CN Staffers: Have a safe
trip to D.C. Don't worry Jamie,
we'll bring you aT-shirt.
IBG: Thank you for a great
party! Good luck JCU wrestling.
The Last Drop.
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OUT ON

A LIMB
by

Gary
Kopervas

CRACKED
CYMBALS by Michael Slayton

MAMA'S
BOVZ
by
Jerry
Craft
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Pickering

